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chapter looks at how the Apartheid policy, capitalism and

the Homeland system have helped shape urban planning in

Black areas, in general and with respect to urban open

spaces facilities in particular.

Chapters five, SlX and seven are based on the case study,

which is Mahwelereng Township, Chapter five discusses the

design, development and maintenance aspects of urban open

spaces as observed in the study area. In Chapter six the

role of the authorities in the provision of urban open

spaces is discussed while chapter seven focuses on the use

pattern of the open space facilities in the study area.

The conclusion and recommendations are made In chapter

eight.
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CHAPTER 2

LHTIWD{JCT~J1li

A great deal has been written about the necessity and beauty

of open spaces in urban environments (for example, Gold,

1980; Hecksher, 1977; Hester, 1975; Johnson, 1984; Cherry,

1977; Council for the Environment, 1990, etc). Urban open

space is often associated with pleasure, with recreation,

with human encounters and communal celebration. It is

therefore seen as playing a significant role in renewing and

stabilizing the cities' social and economic base (Hecksher,

191'/ pi).

2 . 1 1'1 HA1~JllieRlSE.LU RIlA.t.LJJPi:tLSP-ACE.

Many attempts have been made to define urban open space.

Hester (1975 p20) defines urban open space as the public

outdoor territory close to home which because of the

residents' collective responsibility, familiar association

and frequent shared use is considered to be their own.

Clawson (1871 p20) has defined it as all geographic area

(land or water) within or reasonably adjacent to a city or

urban concentration which 1S not covered by buildings or

other permanent structures.

Cotton (in Wright et al, 1976 p6) provides a more or less

similar definition which refers to urban open space as that

part of the three dimensional void of the landscape not

occupied by man-made features constructed for spatial

closure. Gold (1980 p305) defines urban open space as land

and water in an urban area which is not covered by cars or

buildings; or any undeveloped land in an urban area which

has value for park and recreation purposes, conservation of

natural resources or historic or scenic purpose. Lynch (in
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Ihight et aI, 197G pG) adds a new dimension to the

definition of urban open space as an outdoor area ... "which

is open to the freely-chosen and spontaneous activity,

movement or visual exploration of a significant number of

city people."

In combining these definitions therefore, urban open spaces

are areas (land or water) within the urban environment that

are not covered by any man-made structures, are open to

shared and freely chosen and spontaneous activity or visual

exploration or are useful in conserving unlgue or threatened

features (Wright et al, 1976 p6). They include parks,

paths, streets. playgrounds and playing fields, wastelands,

rubbish dumps, ponds, flood plains, streams, gardens and bus

stops.

Open space facilities normally depict a three-level

hierarchy, depenrling on their sizes, thresholds and ranges

of users. The first hierarchy comprises of the local or

neighbourhood facilities. Such facilities have a lower

threshold and a shorter range, for example, smaller parks

and play lots. The second hierarchy consists of community

facilities which serve a larger population over a wider

range, for example, larger parks and playing fields. Open

space facilities of the third hierarchy are larger and are

used by many communities, for example, botanical gardens,

zoos and major parks.

Urban open space facilities can form an important component

of city life. Indeed urban open space can make a positive

difference to an area. It can be the structural framework

of a city to produce edges, focii, nodes, districts and

regions of different sizes, scales and character (Gold, 1980

p32). No single element can better shape and compliment

urban form than well placed open space. Its ability to
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differentiate, integrate or buffer different types of land

use activities is unsurpassed. Sensitively designed open

space can also give people a sense of identity and

territoriality. It can define urban form and limit the

physical size, shape or identity of a city or neighbourhood

«(.i-old, 1980 p32).

2.2 PJilllilll1S-liliSOCIATEILll..L'llL1Um.A-.N OPEtLSE.A.c.R

Although the beauty and necessity of urban open space IS

widely appreciated, there is however, inadequate literature

on problems associated with the provision of urban open

space, especially in low income areas where there are

limited funds for the development, management and

maintenance of these spaces. Instead of enriching the lives

of the residents, such spaces might be turned into health

hazards anJ high risk environments which are to be left

lifeless for most parts of the day. Refusf.: ollmping, crime

and deviant behaviour are very rife In many of the open

spaces. They also consequently serve to separate areas

within the same built-environment rather than integrate

them.

According to Wright et al, (1976 p2), the provision of

sufficient, suitable open spaces in urban areas has posed

vp-xing problems for many yp-ars. Open spaces, both active

and passive can constitute a major problem in many low

income residential areas despite their being provided with

good intentions in mind. The problems often stem out of

their being poorly planned or undeveloped or not being well

maintained or managed.

As unplanned dumping grounds the spaces are turned into a

breeding ground for insects and wild animals which might

turn the areas into a health hazard. The overgrown weeds

5



and bad smell emanating from these dumps also make life

unpleasant for households staying adjacent to the spaces.

The values of properties close to such open spaces are

therefore likely to be reduced tremendously, which is the

opposite of what 1S normally intended in the provision of

urban open spaces. The whole neighbourhood is also made

unpleasant and unattractive.

The problem of refuse dumping is indeed important 1n many of

South Africa's low income residential areas, A study by

Kadungure (1985) shows the extent of this problem in Soweto,

one of the earliest and largest black townships in the

country. The problem of refuse dumping is , according to

Kadungure (1985) related to a variety of other reasons.

People dump refuse in the open spaces not just because of

ignorance about health 1ssues, but because of various other

reasons, among others, the system of refuse removal and the

design and planning of open spaces which make them targets

for refuse dumping. On page 45, Kadungure (1985) argues

that not only is the dumping problem in South Africa's

townships a result of the apartheid political economy and

negative externalities, but the spatial form and urban

design do contribute towards refuse dumping.

He further argues that ad hQk planning resulted 1n

undesirable remainders of open spaces (at times by default

and not deliberate), uncoordinated pedestrian walkways and

roads, alleys and passages that are not adequately

surveilled. Such open spaces tend to attract refuse dumping

and other negative activities.

Indeed urban open space provided on an ad hoc basis due to a

lack of a goal directed and co-ordinated open space policy

result in facilities that lack any meaningful functional,

physical and visual integration into the overall urban

6



structure. "Space left over after 'planning" (SLOAP) is

often in the form of useless fragments of land which tends

to be misused (Council for the Environment, 1990 (2).

The rroblem of crJme (inclndine vandalism) 1n the or en

sr~ces is also a very important lssue. In many South

African townships crime is reaching alarming proportions.

Open spaces are regarded as extremely high risk areas,

especially at night although it is not uncommon for acts of

crime to be committed in broad daylight. Open spaces tend

to be havens for muggings, loitering, rapes, murder,

delinquent behaviour and the gathering places for social

outcasts. They are also turned into battle grounds for

gangs and/or used as boundaries between warring factions.

Because of these problems, open spaces 1n low income areas

tend to become the insurmountable barriers between areas

rather than make the whole area Gohesive. These no-man's

lands often turn into places for inter-group battles and are

used as boundaries between the different criminal

territories and even political groups. In many Natal

townships, particularly Kwa Mashu, some sections are assumed

to be Inkatha supporting and some UDF/ANC supporting and

open spaces between these sections are regarded as the

dividing lines or boundaries.

Indeed the images that many of the open spaces have taken on

is not what their designers have envisioned, but what the

cri III in a 1 and the f ear 0 fer i me h a v e ere ated . The con v'e r s ion

of open spaces into high risk areas cannot, however, be

completely blamed on the criminal elements. The commission

of a crime 1n an open space or elsewhere requires at least

two elements; a willing offender and an environment that

offers relatively favourable opportunity to commit an

offen ce (Ewing and \r~all is, 1981 p104). Lac k of ins ight
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during tile planning process, among other reasons, can lead

to undesirable occurrences in the urban open space.

However, other spontaneous uses of urban open space in low

income areas are not as bad as that of refuse dumping and

serving as havens for criminal elements; open spaces are

also used for informal urban agriculture. The poor and the

land less classes of urban residents tend to use undeveloped

open spaces for gardening purposes, the products from which

are used in the home or are sold locally (Lado, 1990 p258).

Planrling and designing for open spaces therefore have a lot

to do wittl what the provided open space will turn out to be.

However, good planning and adequate design processes form

only a part of how open spaces will turn out to be. Lack of

development of the open spaces as well as inadequate

maintenance also contribute a great deal in the

transforrrlation of open spaces into negative elements within

the urban fabric.

Many low income South African communities are now becoming

concerned about the state of open spaces in their areas.

Since 1977 when one, Japhtha Lekgetho, founded an

environmental awareness committee (NEAC - National

Environmental Awareness Committee) based in Soweto, several

communities have become aware of their living areas and have

started to organise around issues which affect their

environments.

During the unrest period of 1986 to 1987 when many black

township schools were closed because of riots, school

children became involved in cleaning and improving their

parks. Although many of these parks have Slnce deteriorated

back to their former conditions, some are still well kept

even to this day and are a source of pride for the

8



communities who took part In making them the way they are.

There had also been cases where individuals have taken up

some action where open space problems were affecting them

personally. An article appeared in City Press (January 28,

1990 p3) about the plight of a homeowner who had to take

legal action against people who dump rubbish next to her

house. Her main argument was that this refuse dumping next

to her property will lower the value of her house in the

real property market.

If open spaces are planned, designed, developed and

maintained in such a way that they attract the demand for

their use, the chances of them turning into safety and

health hazards will be greatly reduced. The location, form,

shape, size, quality, level of development and maintenance,

the availability of lighting in the spaces and the social

acceptability of the facilities are some of the important

factors which have a bearing on what the open spaces will

turn out to be.

The turning of open spaces into high risk elements tend to

stem out of the following reasons:

Firstly, planners tend to use planning standards and

planning principles in a blind way. In many cases no

modifications are made to suit specific areas. The same

standards are applied universally to all communities

regardless of obvious differences In their needs and

resources.

Secondly, the social factors influencing the use of open

spaces are often neglected during the design process. In

many cases the residents have no say in the decision making

process. Planners are often in the dark about what the

people want, where and how they want the facility. This
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problem is quite important in the South African situation

where most of the planners differ from the users in terms of

the socio-economic status, class and race.

Thirdly, the provision, development and maintenance of open

spaces in low income areas is normally the responsibility of

the local authorities. These local authorities often do not

have enough funds for the provision and maintenance of

facilities. Open spaces are therefore kept fallow or are

misused until the local authority can afford to develop

them.

The importance of open spaces (both passive and active)

cannot be overemphasized. The provision of these spaces in

low income areas is therefore a necessity that should not be

allowed to be overridden by the problems they create.

Reasons for these problems need to be identified and

explored in order to find appropriate solutions.

2.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The study will serve basically two purposes:

1. To create an understanding of the use pattern of

open spaces in low income areas, in terms of who uses

them, when, how and how often.

2. To identify the design issues, as well as other

issues which could influence the use pattern of

urban open space facilities.

Information obtained from this study can be useful as a

guide in designing and planning for useful and usable urban

open space facilities.
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According to the South African hom~land policy, Mahwelereng

township falls under the Lebowa government although the

South African government still remains the superior

authority (Mahwelereng Structure ~lan, 1988 p20). The

Lebowa Department of Home Affairs and the South African

Department of Development Aid (DDA) regulate the development

and administration of all the townships in the homeland

despite the fact that Lebowa has attained self-governing

status. Mahwelereng is also under the limited authority of

the Mahwelereng Town Council.

Mahwelereng was chosen as the study area because of the

following reasons:

1. I have lived in the area for the whole of my life and am

familiar with its problems. Due to the time limit set for

this project, my knowledge of the area will be an advantage.

In addition, the extent of the area is manageable, given the

available resources.

2. The area is a good example of a low income residential

area which has got problems of misuse and/or under use of

the open spaces.

3. Many urban studies are done in townships with no links

to any homeland, for example, Soweto (Johannesburg),

Atteridgeville and Mamelodi (Pretoria), etc. It would be

interesting to look at the hardship experienced by the

homeland urban areas.

Mahwelereng has become one of the most important black

townships in the Northern Transvaal. The influx of rural

people created by the economic strength and drawing power of

12



the nearby town of Potgietersrus in offering job

opportunities and a range of consumer goods and serVlces

have led to an excessive growth in population. This has

lead to a mllltitude of socio-economic, physical development

and coordination problems.

The township originally covered an area of about 376, 3197ha

(Unit A) but has since increased in size. Mahwelereng lS

hot and very sunny in summer and very windy and dusty

towards the end of winter. The present population lS about

1'l 000 people and the monthly household income was about

R'lOO in 1988. According to the 1988 Socio-economic study

(in Hahwelereng Structure Plan, 1988 p55) only about 1% of

the household expenditure was spent on recreation and

entertainment.

Although the Mahwelereng Structure Plan (1988) takes

cognlzanr:;e of the necessity of urban open space, not much is

said about planning for open space in the formal township.

Mahwelereng has no formal public open space recreation

facilities, except for open play grounds such as school or

creche sites.

2 . 5 liE.Tllill2QL.QGY

The method used involves the studying of maps of the area,

observations and physical surveys of the open spaces,

interviews and discussions with the residents and the

authoritie:::; as well as the use of questionnaires directed at

both the residents and the authorities.

2.5.1 TNTERPRETATIO~ROM-MaE~

A structure plan of the area was studied to find out the

physical aspects of the open space design which could have a

13



bearing on th~ demand for use at a macro level.

interest include the folloHing:

Aspects of

]. the llllmbers and Slzes of the vaT lOllS spaces

:c thejr shapes and form (especial1y with regard to thRir

r-J c! ::.; i L .i '-.' n j I j I' e 1a tic! n tot. ha i c, f h c! LJ se s - i 0 r

surveillance purposes)

3. their locations relative to other land-uses

In HJdition to the contirmation of the aspects seen on the

maps, physical surveys and observations were undertaken to

ascertain the levels of development and maintenance of the

::.;paces as well as finding out about the actual uses of the

~:)paces . On a micro level, these processes involved a study

of the patterns and levels of use of the di.fferent parts of

an open ~pace (only one space was chosen for the micro level

study) and to try and find reasons for the differences In

the use levels and ~atlerns.

Surveys and observati.ons wi.ll also involve a study of the

social characteristics of the people using particular spaces

and the Lypes of activities they engage in.

2.5.:3 lliTE.JlYIEW~Nll-QHEST.1JJ!:HiALm':f~

A. .E.CHLTlilLlfES LflENTS (see APPENDIX 1)

1. n t e r vie \"sancl the use 0 f g II est i (; n n 8. ire s (b as e cl 0 n ran d (; m

sampling) i.nvolved an investigation of the human factors

which influence the use ofaopen spaces, part.icularly the

socio-economic factors S11Ch as age) sex and the t.ype of

14



e c; 0 nom J. C Cl c; t. i. v j t i 8 S whie h p e 0 p ] 8 Cl r e. en g Cl g edin . Although

the illterviews were be based on random sampling, an attempt

was made Lo ensure that the following categories of

respondents were represented:

1. P8or:de interviewed in the open spaces and people

i. n I, ~.: r v i re: W f:; rl 8 1 sew her c; lilt her R s i c.I to: n t i Cl:l are a ;

2. Equ8l number of male and female respondents;

l, People within a variety of age groups and economic

activitie:; and

4. People who stay adjacent to open spaces and those who

stay far away from them.

:I n t. e r vie w::.; we r e Cl 1. S 0 \1~; (; rl I', 0 I~ i ve Cl n i nd i (; a t j 0 n CJ f the

pru!J Lf::ltl::; ossociatecl with the open spaces as well as of the

extent to \-Ihich the residents are involved in the processes

of open space provision.

Only about. 40 questionnaires Here used. No maJor scientific

basis was expected to be derived from the,use of these

questionnaires as most of the anSHers Here descriptive,

vI her e n e c e ss a l' y, per c e n tag e s Hill h e used t 0 in t e l' p l' e t the

data. The use of questionnaires Here hOHever useful in

prnviding some guidelines on the open space experlences of

the r8si.d8nts.

B. FnH '1'llltJ:Jll'.llilR...lTJE5. (see APPENDI X 2)

Offir:ials of the Lebowa Department of HOIlJe Affairs and the

l'lahw(~18reng Town COllncj] were interviewed to find out their

levels of involvement as well as the problems they encounter

in the planning, development, management and maintenance of

open spaces. Tile policies (or major determining factors)

applied in the provision of open spaces were also noted,
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Information obtained from the use of a combination of these

methods is expected to be sufficient to can draw conclusions

about the use pattern of the open spaces as well as the

planning, development and maintenance issues which influence

this pattern.
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CHAPTER 3

3 . 1 INTlliJDUC'jJJlti

This chapter deals with the general conceptual framework

behind open space planning as well as to hi light the

importance of good planning and adequate design, development

and maintenance of the spaces in attracting the demand for

their intended uses. The important aspects of open space

planning which will be looked at are:

a. the functions of open spaces in urban situations;

b. the problems associated with the development, control

and management of open spaces;

c. the important design factors which must be taken into

consideration in the planning of open spaces, and

finally,

d. the importance of community involvement In the processes

of open space provision.

It has for a long time been recognized that there IS a link

between the city's amenities and the soundness of other

aspects of life (Hecksher, 1977 pi). The open space system

is one of these amenities. According to the Council for the

Environment (1990 p2) the quality of the urban environment

depends to a large extend upon the provision and protection

of open spaces and on their sound planning and management

by the local authorities. It was in fact recognized as

early as the 1890s that outdoor recreational areas were a

critical need in the crowded industrial cities (Kornblum,

1981 p15). Although the importance of urban open space has

long been acknowledged by urban leaders, there has always

been a problem of assigning part of the valuable and often
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scarce urban land for use as part of the urban open space

(Council for the Environment, 1990 p2). Energy, shelter,

social relationships and security are often seen as more

crucial than the provision of open space so that urban open

space is often denied the attention it deserves.

With the introduction of machinery in industries and the

subsequent increase in leisure time, urban open space has

become an important issue in the planning process (Wurman et

aI, 1972 p11). The increasing international concern about

the environment has also led to more attention being given

to the provision of urban open space.

3.2 Ellli.GTIilliS-QF URBAtLJ.1£J~tLS.eAC.E.

Urban open spaces perform a variety of functions. A well

maintained open space system adds to the aesthetic value of

the city or neighbourhood, thereby increasing its prestige.

This increases the real property values within the area,

especially for properties adjacent to these spaces. They

also help in shaping and guiding development and are often

used as reference points when directing strangers into the

area.

Open spaces are also used for movement (paths, streets),

working (informal sector activities, mobile clinics, mail

delivery), leisure (parks, play lots and playing fields),

and for educational projects (nature studies). As paths for

movement the open spaces should be well interconnected and

planned in such a way that they attract a lot of movement

and have a good level of surveillance. This will increase

their levels of safety from criminal elements. Spaces that

are used for work purposes such as the informal sector

activities could require some special facilities such as

waste bins, shading and/or even paved surfaces. As places
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for leisure activities the spaces should be planned,

designed, developed and maintained in such a way that they

meet the needs of the users and as places that serve some

educational purposes the spaces themselves should have some

aSL.Jer:t of educational interest, for eXnrnple, wetlands within

the built environment and could require specialized

facilities like sitting places.

Another important function of urban open space that is often

ignored is that of community and political gatherings. Open

spaces are often preferred as gathering places for mass

protests and demonstrations because in such a location a

demonstration is more visible and have symbolic weight and

can accommodate more people than a building can (Carr and

Lynch, 1981 p18). In addition, ln an open space the chances

of panic or entrapment are reduced.

Open spaces also provide some stimuli necessary ln human

development (Kornblum, 1981 p15). Because open spaces such

as parks allow some degree of "getting loose" it is here

that one first senses some shift in social relations or an

evolution of dress or manners. Because it is the public

place for free commentary and artistic expression, a lot can

be observed or learned in the urban open space (Carr and

Lynch, 1981 pI8).

Open spaces within the city may also be useful as places for

the preservation of natural and human resources. Water,

marshland areas, forests and woods, geological features such

as rock outcrops, as well as historic and cultural sites are

some of the features worth preserving. With the current

popularity and importance of nature conservation and

resources management, the need for open spaces within the

built environments is likely to increase.
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Other spaces within the city are kept for urban expanS10n

such as areas for housing, commerce, industry, public

service facilities, etc while some spaces within the urban

setup could be left vacant because of the concern for public

safety, for example, flood plains, areas below dams and

areas with unstable soils.

Urban open spaces are also useful in separating functions

which are not compatible, for example, noxious industries

and residential areas. In South Africa open spaces have

even been used as buffer strips to reinforce the Group Areas

Act by separating areas occupied by the different race

It 1S rare to find an open space that 1S used solely for one

purpose. Parks, for example, may be used both for leisure,

landscaping and for learning experiences. The multi

functionality of urban open spaces is an objective that open

space designers often aim for.

Although it 1S easy to predict the theoretical uses of urban

open space, the actual specific use is much more difficult

to predict. Usually activities occur where they have not

been planned for, that is, urban open space 1S not always

used for what it was designed for. This could indicate the

difficulty the designer has had 1n predicting the specific

use of urban open space. This, according to Hester (1975

p38) normally results from lack of information on non-design

design variables, that is, the socio-economic and

psychological characteristics of the people that the open

spaces are intended for. This implies that the use of open

spaces depends on many factors other than the physical

design of the space. The levels of development and

maintenance of the spaces also determine what the open space
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will be used for. The actual use of bp an spaces IS therefore

often uniq1l8 to each area..

The usefulness of urban open space IS determined mainly at

two stages. the planning stage and the post-planning stage.

Planning refers to the decision-making activity which leads

to the systematic allocation of land and water areas for

various open space purposes and the development of

implementation measures to guarantee the future protected

status and public accessibility of such areas (V/right et al,

1976 p13). A variety of factors need to be taken into

consideration to ensure adequate planning. These include a

consideration of the present and future demand for the

various types of open spaces; identifying potential useful

open space areas, especially with regards to the important

design factors such as the shapes of the open space areas,

their sizes, forms, slopes, locations in relation to other

land uses, etc; environmental considerations; suggesting

appropriate implementation programs; spelling out the

intended purposes of the spaces, etc.

This stage of open space provision could be well done by the

planner. However, any or all of the planning or pre

implementation aspects could be poorly or inappropriately

done, leading to a space that will either not function or be

used for other purposes.

This stage involves the carrying out of plans prepared In

the planning stage. In order to be successful therefore,
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the plans must be correctly interpreted and properly

implemented.

The implementation stage deals with the actual development

of the open spaces. Depending on the intAnded uses, the

development of open spaces could involve the provision of

the following requirements:

]. landscaping or the planting of trees, flowers and grass

2. seating and toilet facilities

3. foot paths and/or paved surfaces

4. playing or sporting equipments

5. refuse bins

6. the application of a proper management and maintenance

system for the spaces, etc.

It is the presence or absence of anyone of either the

planning or development aspects that is important in

determining the usefulness of the spaces. Even if all the

planning aspects have been appropriately done, without

proper or total development of the spaces, the plan will

fail.

In practice the activity of planning has usually been

regarded as separate from implementation and almost

invariably carried out by different organizations or

components of the authority. The result has been that

planners generally hand over their reports to decision

takers who pass it on to a certain component of the

authority and then pay little further part in the

proceedings. Obviously this arrangement has inherent

probJems with planners excluded from the implementation

process and therefore unable either to adjust plans to meet

changing circumstances or to learn from experience

(Robinson, 1990 pt). Robinson (1990 pi) goes on to suggest

that ideally, planning and implementation should be treated
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as one continuous process, partly in 'order to cope with

increasingly complex situations that are characterized by

uncertainty and the need for short-term decisions.

In order to provide useful and usable urban open space

therefore, both the planning and the implementation stages

should be properly undertaken. The planning and design of

the spaces should be followed by their adequate development

if the usefulness of the open space 1S to be achieved. The

type and amount of development of the space will depend on

its intended function. For instance, an open space that was

planned for conservation purposes might require as little

development as the erection of a fence around it while an

open space that is meant for sporting activities would

require a lot of equipments.

Open spaces that are well planned and adequately developed

will attract the demand for their intended uses. Such

spaces will have a lower chance of being misused.

3.3 THE DESIGtul:uleEH SPACES

Many authors, such as Hester (1975), Wright et al (1976) and

Carr and Lynch (1981) have argued that the deficiency in the

preV10US and some current open space planning is the neglect

of the critical relationships between the physical design of

the open space and the function it is intended to serve.

These authors argue that the misuse and lack of use of the

spaces point to - among other things - to the inadequacies

in the design process. Hester (1975 p37) argues that 1n

fact designers have been guilty of a kind of physical design

determinism, ignoring social factors and expecting a space

to be used if it is aesthetically pleasing and provides a

variety of settings. It has become clear that the aesthetic

consideration is only one of several factors that influence
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the use of neighbourhood space. It is critical that the

unique social factors be taken into account in the design

process.

This section will focus mainly on the design of recreational

open space because all urban open space tend to have some

recreational value, be it planned or spontaneous. According

to Clawson (1971 p144), the consideration of the various

aspects of open space planning for recreation can therefore

best precede the consideration of open spaces for other

purposes.

Various physical and soclo-economlc factors have to be

considered in the design of urban open spaces. These

factors operate at the macro- and micro level in influencing

the use of open spaCE::s. Important factors which influence

the use of open spaces at a macro-level include the

following:

1.

2.

3.

4 .

.'1 .

P.J.

the quantities or numbers of the spaces

the quality of the spaces

accessibility of the spaces

the social characteristics of the potential users

the management and maintenance of the spaces

the levels of community involvement in acquiring the

spaces.

The important micro-level factors include the provision of

the various equipments and facilities and the social

characteristics of the users. These important macro- and

micro-level factors will be discussed below.

3.3.1.

Of the quantities of land to be used as open space a variety

of indices and standards have been generally utilized. Most

of these depend on the type of use and often relate to the
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number of people residing in the are~, for example. X

hectares per Y number of people. Although these standards

are useful. care should be taken to ensure that they are not

applied blindly but should take into accounts some factors

unique to the area, for example the topography of the area

and the socio-economic status of the residents.

The concept of standards 1S an important. phenomenon 1n

normative planning. Despite conspicuous warnings against

the unqualified use of standards, many planning endeavours

have adopted standards, apparently without question. Even

where standards are impossible to implement., most cities

have persistently retained their use. Departing from

conventional standards seems unthinkable, despite all logic

to the contrary. What began in an arbitrary fashion has

become codified by blind acceptance.

The use of standards 1S often viewed as the easy way out for

urban planners. Host standards are absolute and simple. To

the busy decision maker or planner, they represent a quicker

solution. They require no study and Can be applied as an

instant solution to problems. In many instances they become

ends rather than means or guidelines. Communities are often

evaluated by "how much" rather than "how good" their

facilities are.

It 1S important to clarify several ambiguities before a

community adopts the traditional standards. Gold (1980

p181) discusses the following inadequacies inherent in the

conventional standards:

Firstly, the difference between minimum, maximum, desirable

or optimum standards is more than semantic. Host of the

traditional standards are therefore vague and contradictory

and as a result have significant legal, social and

environmental implications.



Secondly, time dimensions are seldom °attached to

conventional standardso The ambiguity of relating a

standard to the ultimate population assumes either infinite

wisdom or a stable population, both of which are impossible

or improbable.

Thirdly, the dimensions of scale and access are not explicit

in conventional standards except for vague reference in some

cases to an arbitrary service radius and

finally, the traditional standards do not adequately

consider the population density. The number of individuals

or households is taken as the determining factor of how much

should be provided.

Despite the various problems, conventional standards can

still be very useful in urban planning. Gold (1980 p179)

suggested that to be useful the standards should at least

satisfy the following criteria:

1. they should be people oriented,

2. they should be feasible, that is, they have to be

politically, socially, economically and environmentally

realistic,

3. they should be practical, that is, they must be simple

and be based on sound planning principles and finally,

4. they should be relevant which implies that they should

relate to people and time.

:1.3.2 THE QUALITY OF OPElL...S£ACE FACILITIES

Good quality open spaces should be one of the important

objectives that designers should aim to reach. The quality

of tile spar;es is very irnportrlnt in determining t.he

usefulness and usability of the facilities.

Quality should involve not only the aesthetic aspects of the

space, but safety, comfort and convenience as well (Wurman,
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1972 p::l8.; Hester, 1975 p77). Planners tend to consider

physical comfort among the most important design

determinants, but psychological comfort, a social factor, is

seldom considered (Hester, 1975 p77). In order to provide

the users with some level of psychological comfort,

designers must try to minimize the feeling of confusion,

uncertainty, ambiguity and discomfort in the open space

designs. Spaces that portray these characters are likely to

be under used or to be taken advantage of by the criminal

elements. Many people would prefer to use spaces that are

not too complicated, where the chances of getting lost,

being mugged or coming across a dangerous animal or reptile

are slim. People need to feel,free yet protected.

Other people might view open spaces as places where one can

escape to be totally alone. These people would prefer

spaces that satisfy one's need for personal autonomy, that

provide them with emotional release and the opportunity for

self-evaluation, while at the same time they have a feeling

of safety from the knowledge that there are other people

within the same space.

The consideration of the psychological factors is very

complex because many of them tend to differ for every

individual. It is however important to find out how various

people perceive the senses of comfort and to try and cater

for these in planning for usable open spaces.

3.3.3 ACCESSIBILITY OF THILSeAGlL_Y..I.SUAI., PHYSICAL AND..
COST AC.GESSIBliJ1X

Urban open space can provide a refreshing escape from the

tedium of big city monotony. The benefits, however, are

universally beneficial only if the spaces are accessible to

all people (Leornard, 1981 p84). Beautiful landscapes have
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no meaning for people who have no visual or physical access

to them just as much as expensive sporting activities mean

nothing for people who cannot afford them.

The physical and cost accessibility factors influences how

often a particular space is used. This factor is closely

linked to the physical (especially the location of the open

space), psychological and socio-economic factors.

Accessibility also has to do with the physical comfort a

particular open space offers as well as to the distance

between the people and the open space facility. The

availability of a suitable means of transport, its

affordability and the cost of the open space activity are

also important. The accessibility factor therefore

determines the frequency of use of the space, for example,

in the sense that low income Oeople tend to use the nearest

spaces trequently because this does not involve a lot of

travel expenses.

Planning must therefore take into consideration the

percentage of local residents who have access to each open

space facility and to try and plan in such a way that as

many people as possible are able to use the facility.

:3.3.4. T1IlLSOGlliL.-ClIAH liGTI R1S 'fJ.rS-lJL'tHJLPJ1TIliTI AI. USRllli.

The social characteristics of the potential open space users

are as important as the physical structure and aesthetic

value of the space in determining how useful the space would

be. It has become clear that the aesthetic consideration is

only one of several factors that influence the use of open

spaces (Hester, 1975 p37). Social variations, especially

the socio-economic class, age, sex, culture and religion are

equally important consideration in the allocation of urban
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spaces. It 1S therefore critical that the unique social

factors in each area be taken into account in the open space

design process. If the spaces are socially unsuitable, they

are either unused or misused.

Different groups perce1ve, use , feel about and interact 1n

space differently. Their requirements will therefore also

differ. The availability of leisure time, the

affordability, mobility and culture will strongly determine

the levels of use of the spaces as well as the types of

activities IlnrlerLaken. The income bracket, gender and age,

for example, call be important in determining how much

leisure time one has for open space activil:ies or what one

can afford.

Low lncome people, for example, might prefer to use open

spaces near their homes (to avoid travel expenses) and

acLivities that are less costly, such as having a plcnlC or

playing soccer.

Age 1S also important mainly because of considerationsOsuch

as the need for supervision of children and levels of

mobility. There is no clearly defined age brackets for use

but it is undisputed that general correlations do occur

between stages in the life cycle and various open space

(especially recreational) activities. For example,

children below the age of six require special spaces with

specialized safe eqdipment such as those expected in the

plRy lot. Ideally, these spaces should be close to home and

have sitting places for adults who will be supervising them.

Playing spaces for toddlers should also be accessible by a

walking route that is free from heavy vehicular traffic and

other physical hazards. They should also be within sight

and hearing distance from as many dwelling units as possible
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to allow for additional unpaid supe~vision (Canada Mortgage

and Housing Corporation ,1980 p7).

As children grow, so do their levels of mobility and

independence. Teenagers for example, can trRvel further,

are reasonably more independent and prefer to be involved 1n

active sports such as soccer, rugby, etc. Adults would

require open spaces that cater for all age groups such as

big parks with sporting facilities nearby, so that children

of various age groups can be catered for in cases of family

outings. Pensioners would require spaces for walking and

watching things such as bird life. They would generally

prefer places that are quite and peaceful.

The issue of "age" 1S quite an important one 1n that if it

1S not sufficiently' considered during the planning process,

it might lead to a lot of conflict within the open spaces.

This depends to R large extend on the purpose of the space.

Adults may be offended by what the teenagers engage in and

teenagers may dominate younger children who will in turn

dominate the toddlers. A more powerful group (either

through aggression or offensive behaviour), will end up

attaining territorial dominance over the whole space.

Since urban open space is quite limited, conflict often

arise over its use, especiaJly if the uses conflict. Such a

problem is common in dense urban neighbourhoods. It 1S

therefore essential to develop a compromise plan that

satisfies t.he needs of the various users. Territoriality

and dominance of an urban open space by one user group

should be discouraged at all costs.

The influence of sex, culture and religion, although still

very important in some societies, tend to become more

blurred as the socio-economic status improves. In the more
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sophisticated societies other factor~ such as personal

preference and the types of facilities available tend to be

more important in determining the choice of activity and the

level of participation.

If the socio-economic characteristics of the users are not

adequately considered In the design of the spaces, their

provision tends to be of no use to anyone. This is due to

the fact that the needs and wishes of the users tend to be

misunderstood, especially if the designers are not local

residents or differ from the local people in a variety of

socio-economic characteristics. This problem is very

important in South Africa where most of the planners are

White and middle-class.

In planning for the predominantly Black neighbourhoods,

these planners often do not understand or do not try hard

enol1~h to find out about the beliefs, values, needs and

desires of the mostly low-income Black population. Spaces

that were planned under such conditions could tend to be

inappropriate for the kind of situation and are therefore

misused or vandalized.

The design process lS therefore critical in determining the

usefulness of open spaces. There has been renewal of

interest in the design of urban open space because of the

increasing importance of user expectations. Designers are

now beginning to realize the importance of designing spaces

that meet the needs of the various user groups rather than

designing spaces that satisfy the values and desires of the

people that are being planned for and not necessarily those

of the planners, CHester, H17.5 p:37).
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3.4 l1.81i.AGlUiENT ANILJfAllIT.E.NANCE OF OPEtl-S~

The proper planning and adequate development of open spaces,

although very important, are not enough to guarantee proper

usage of the spaces. It is also imperative that the open

space facilities should be properly maintained, managed and

controlled.

All urban open spaces should be managed, no matter what

their functions are. According to Clawson (1971 p15) there

IS no such thing as an unmanaged open space, any more than

there is an unmanaged wilderness. The important Issues In

the management of open spaces are, according to Clawson

(1971 p15) the kind of management, the tools used and the

objectives for management processes. These can vary over a

wide range, but some form of management is inescapable. It

may be day-to-day, or seasonal, or be based on other

schedules. Management processes involve keeping the spaces

clean, planting and tending trees and grass, repairing

equipments, controlling the behaviour of the users, etc.

The type and level of management depends a lot on the

function of the open space.

The maintenance of open space facilities is affected by the

availability of funds, materials used, community attitude

and individual and public commitment (Wurman, 1972 p44).

Inadequate maintenance could lead to the dysfunctioning of

facilities as well as poor aestheti~ vallJA f t~ and- _ 0 Jue space

even of the neighbourhood as a whole.

The management of urban open space IS however very complex,

especially when dealing with the control of user behaviour

in the public territory. Understandably, open space, as

with other aspects of open society, must be free yet

controlled (Carr and Lynch, 1981 p18). Open spaces should
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provide some level of "getting loose" as well as an

opportunity for the expression of self and group, unfettered

by routine constraints of work place and family.

Unfortunately the amount of freedom that open spaces offer

may also lead to deviant behaviour, especially because many

open spaces increase the chances of not being caught

(Kornblum, 1981 p1G). This normally has to do with the

design and planning of the space, such as the shape and size

of the space, or could be due to inadequacies in the

development or maintenance aspects such as the amount of

vegetation cover, the quality of the lights, etc.

Although the freedom of action and behaviour 1n the public

spaces is an important issue that is to be respected, it may

offend other users, especially in a big neighbourhood

accommodating people ·of different cultures and ages. This

may lead to conflict which might override the important

purposes of urban open space. The importance of public

behaviour also depends on the purpose of the space and also

differ for different cultures and customs.

It is therefore difficult to manage open spaces as it is

difficult to differentiate between socially acceptable

behaviour and that which is offensive. In some areas

specially trained police are employed to correct public

manners in these spaces as well as to reduce vandalism (earl'

and Lynch, 1981 p17). Full time caretakers of open spaces

may also be employed so as to lend a presence to the open

spaces to avoid undesirable activities (Hecksher, 1977 p1B).

In high-income areas this measure is often fairly effective

as the local authorities are often in a financial position

to afford this. In addition some of the spaces are

privately controlled as well as owned, for example, by sport

clubs which then become responsible for their management and

maintenance.
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In general, the management and maintenance of open spaces in

low-income areas is very inadequate. The shortage of funds

is one of the major reasons for this. Poor management and

maintenance lead to the deterioration in the quality of

urban open spaces and subsequently, to their misuse or under

use.

Open space facilities do not exist for the benefit of the

planners and the local authority, they are provided for use

by tile people I.n the arRa. Because residents frequently

share the use of these open spaces, ideally they should be

involved collectively in acquiring, planning and changing

these spaces. This kind of involvement increases their

collective symbolic ownership of the spaces, especially if

the spaces are perceived to be meeting their special needs

(Hester, 1975 p20). An ideal situation in any community is

therefore to have the people share in the responsibility of

providing for their own needs (Wilson and Hatting, 1988

pl19). Planners should therefore encourage citizen

participation in the planning process (Gold, 1980 p38).

Community involvement is necessary both for social and

economIC reasons. For social reasons in that people

community involvement can lead to the provision of

facilities that are socially acceptable to them and will

therefore utilize them effectively and protectively.

Community participation is also necessary for economic

reasons in that facilities will not be vandalized and will

be used properly if the community was actively involved from

the planning stage to the maintenance stage. Community

involvement can therefore mean an investment In monetary

terms. Although community involvement can help in making
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people appreciate their facilities more, it 1S however,

important to note that jllSt as vandalism 1S a symptom of

other more concrete problems, so community involvement is a

method of applying solutions to these problems rather than a

solllbclO jn itself (Pll:Ilen, 19 r/3 p26l). The proper design,

development and managemenL of the spaces can be linked with

community involvement to reduce the chances of misuse of the

spaces.

Citizen participation will ensure that plans are made

according to what, the people want, not what the planners or

allthorities believe is best for them. The real success of

Ilrban CJf'8n space plallllLng; therefore depends l.argely on the

extent to which the citizens participate in the major

decisions affecting the eventual course of action, or

strategy (Wrigllt et aI, 1976 pSl).

There 1S a trend towards greater interest 1n urban open

space as an integral part of a complete living environment.

People are therefore demanding that planners do a better job

of creating quality spaces that are socially and

psychologically acceptable as well as aesthetically

pleasing, (Hester, 1975 p:37). Spaces that do not meet the

needs of the residents are either not used or become the

targets for vandals.

Huwever, it 1S not only planners who should get the blame

for the misuse or under use of the'spaces. The local

authorities who have to develop and maintain the open spaces

can also be held responsible for the improper use of the
spaces.
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To avoid the mlsuse or under use of the spaces, not only

must planners know the people they are designing for, they

should themselves be involved in the planning, along with

those who will develop, manage and maintain the spaces. The

planners and the pe8ple should cume together to share ideas

and even to undertake some research in cases of situations

which both groups are not very familiar with. This

involvement leads not only to better spaces but also to that

investment that makes more likely their future care (Carr

and Lynch, 1981 p18).

The importance of taking into consideration the unIque

social and physical f~ctors of each area when planning for

urban open space cannot be overemphasized. It is important

to note that the importance of the factors differ from place

to place and that each area should be researched before any

planning decisions are made. It is also evident that it IS

not only the physical features that are important in the

design of open spaces, but a whole variety of social,

psychological, economic and political processes as well.

It is important that planners design spaces that meet the

needs of the users, spaces that are not rubber stamps of

other nieghbourhood spaces, spaces that are consistent with

the va]ues and desires of the neighbourhood and not

necessarily those of the planners (Hester, 1975 p36).
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CHAPTER 4

!! nHAtL.-ELAIHUliG-Ui..-S-Q!ITlLAE.RICA~lLlUJ\GK.JQ\oLli.S~ S - THE

CONTEXT-

4 . 1 lli'LBillHl.GTJ..oli

This chapter looks at the context in which planning in South

Africa's Black urban areas is being undertaken. Factors

such as the history, political context and economic

situatiun under which planning is being done are very

important in shaping the urban planning processes. Their

importance lie in their influence on the various aspects of

planning, such as, the planning principles and standards

applied, the allocation of funds to different areas for

p)anning, rlesign, development and maintenance of urban

facilities, the availability of skilled and committed labour

for undertaking planning activities in various areas, etc.

It is therefore important to give a brief discussion of the

maJor factors which influenced urban planning in South

Africa"s Black townships, which, subsequently influences the

provision of open space facilities in these areas. Because

this study is undertaken in a black urban area, the

discussion will focus on the development of black urban

areas with special emphasis on factors which have helped

shape the kind of urban planning applied in these areas.

The next section of this chapter will briefly look at how

the Apartheid policy and the homeland system have helped

shape the urban planning processes In the black homeland

townships, and therefore, how they helped shape the planning

and development of urban open space facilities.
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4. 2 AEAlITillnll~Ae_IT.A]~lSlLANILJ'.HF,-_HQI1ELAND SYSTEM - TillllR

ItlEltlCA'f..IQt:L..IlLT.HLeLANlillir'LAliD DESIGN OF BLACK URBAtl.

ABEA&

Tile policy of apartheid or separate development of the races

has attracted international condemnation as well as growing

opposition inside the Republic. It is a comprehensive

system of grouping and segregating people by race and was

evolved by a component of White South Africans - the

National Party (Smith, 1976 pi). It is unique as a modern

form of discrimination In that it lS sanctioned by the

ideological commitment of its practitioners. It operates

through spatial, political and social separation of the four

major race groups (African, coloured, Indian and White) as

categorized in the Population Registration Act of 1950.

A complex system of laws and other regulations have been

applied to effect the policy of apartheid, one of the most

notable being the Homeland system. The ruling Nationalist

Party created ten separate national states for the African

population out of what were formally the African Reserves.

This implies that about 70% of the population was to be

forced to live on only 13% of the land (effect of the 1913

and 1836 Land Act). The official governmental view is that

the homeland concept recognizes and helps to preserve the

distinct ethnic and cultural identity of the African tribal

groups. A more plausible interpretation, however, is that

this plan actually serves the interest of white domination

and the exploitation of Black labour (Smith, 1982 p26). The

homelands perform an important function in the maintenance

of the Africans as a cheap and disenfranchised labour force

for the (predominantly white) South African capital and for

foreign investors. Authors such as Wolpe (1972 p427) and

Legassick (1972 p30) in fact see apartheid and its homeland

system as acting directly in the interest of capitalism.
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Initially, Blacks could only stay 1n "white" South Africa in

so far as they could benefit white capital. The specific

means by which cheap labour is produced are as follows. The

extended family in the homeland fulfills social security

functions needed for the reproduction of the migrant labour

force. Under the conditions of migrancy, the subsistence

needs of the nligrant worker between contracts and provision

for his maintenance dllring periods of illness, unemployment

and old age could be met in the homeland, so could the

subsistence and welfare needs of his children (Stadler, 1987

piGS). The reserves (homelands) relieve the capitalist

sector and its State from the need to expend resources on

these necessary functions (Wolpe, 1972 p435).

The political, social ami econom1C setup in the homelands is

in such a way that employment opportunities are non-existent

and production from farming is low. The settlement of

Blacks in homeland townships in close proximity to "white"

urban areas (for example, Garankuwa and Mabopane near

Pretoria, Umlazi near Durban, Mahwelereng near

Potgietersrus, etc) also clearly prejudices the development

of industry within the homelands themselves; without such

development, the homelands will always be dependent on the

white-controlled economy (Smith, 1976 p2), and will always

be dependent on it for employment purposes.

Indeed "inescapably the logic of apartheid 1S that on the

one hand the bantustans will remain labour reserves from

which employers in the Republic will be able to draw at

wiJJ, while on the other they will provide disposal areas

where the unemployed, the sick and the disabled can be sent

when the central economy no longer has use for them,"

(Kane-Berman, 1979 pp251, 246-7).
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'fhe doctrine that Africans had no right to remaIn In the

"white" urban areas except as labourers shaped the

parameters of their living conditions. Single sex hostels

and poorly planned residential areas (also called locations

or townships) were created to temporarily house cheap labour

which would eventually move back to the homeland. The

prOVISIon of well planned and properly developed open spaces

IS a rare sight in these locations. Many of the African

townships are poorly planned and inadequately developed,

with very poor urban infrastructure and services as well as

gross financial problems.

While townships (within "white" South Africa) close to the

maJor cities portray a lot of problems, the situation is

even more acute in the homeland townships. In addition to

the problems experienced by "South Afrir-an" townships, they

are also in a confusing situation by being directly under

the control of a three-tier level of government: the central

government, the quasi-independent homeland government and

the local government which is in the form of a Town Council.

For example, the development and administration of

Mahwelereng (study area) is determined by the South African

government's Department of Development Aid (DDA), the Lebowa

government's Department of Home Affairs and finally by the

Mahwelereng Town Council which has very limited authority.

Processes such as decision making, coordination of the

planning process and the issue of funding of projects are

therefore very confusing. Land use and planning regulations

followed are those determined by the DDA (Directorate:

Physical Services, DDA, 1988). Such regulations are

therefore determined by officials whose way of life, culture

and values are completely different from those of the people

in the homeland; and these differences might tend to be

reflected in the regulations which they formulate. The
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Lebowa Department ot Home Affairs merely coordinates ideas

brought forward by its various departments affected by

township plans (such as the Departments of Health,

Education, Welfare, Justice, etc) and to approve plans which

are in most cases drawn by private consultants.

The homeland town councils normally have very little say In

matters concerning the planning of their townships. The

town councils, and even the homeland governments, are

clearly not autonomous; they depend to a large extent on

funds and decisions made by the central government. This

confusing situation leads to a lot of problems in the

planning process. It is often not clear as to whom to blame

or to applaud for the planning situations in the homeland

urban areas.

The inadequacies in the urban planning processes have lead

to an emergence of a variety of urban social movements in

the towllships - out of a previous situation of an almost

total non-citizen participation in the planning endevours.

People are beginning to organize around issues such as the

provision of adequate housing, better open space facilities

and other urban facilities and infrastructure. Rent

boycotts, marches and boycotts of white businesses are some

of the processes used as weapons to pressurize the

authorities to provide better living environments. As a

result, there appears to be some renewal of interest in the

planning of better urban residential areas for the black

population; including the need for the provision of useful

and usable urban open space facilities.
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.0 S!!l:iJ1 ABY

Because of the political policies of this country, the

planning of living areas for the urban Blacks has always

left much to be desired. These areas resemble temporary

abodes which are supplied with very few facilities and

infrastructure. The poor conditions in the black townships

clearly show that in planning for these areas, an effort was

made to keep costs as low as possible" much to the detriment

of the people that are being planned for. The situation is

made even worse by the fact that for a long time, community

involvement in planning was virtually non-existent.

The situation In Homeland urban areas IS even more

problematic. Because of the shortage of enough skilled and

experienced personnel in planning within the homelands,

often consultants from outside these areas are employed to

undertake planning activities, including the planning of

open space facilities. These consultants would

understandably have very little first hand knowledge about

the areas and the people. Their planning endevours are

therefore likely to reflect their values and wishes rather

than those of the people they are planning for.

The shortage of funds for the planning and development of

facilities also constitute a major problem in the homeland

urban areas. The homeland governments rely on the central

government for financial assistance. They therefore have to

be accountable to the central government and to plan (albeit

indirectly) according to the wishes of its bureaucrats. The

standards and regulations employed in the planning of

homeland towns - and subsequently, the planning of urban

open space facilities - are those formulated by the central

government departments although the physical, social and



economIC factors In the homelands differ a lot from that of

white South Africa.

The planning processes In the black urball areas often tend

to be inadequate because of the factors that were discussed

above. The emergence of urban social movements in the

townships has played an important role in pressurizing the

planners and the authorities to rethink their roles.
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5 . 1 I tiT HOf)!1f;'.I~Hnt

In order to be able to relate the pattern of use of the open

spaces to their design, develo[Jment and maintenance, an

identification of the spaces as well as their various design

features and devAlopment and maintenance levels would serve

as some point ot departure. The finding discussed In this

chapter are those obtained from the interpretation of the

layout map of Mahwelereng (Map 5.1) as well as from

observations and physical surveys of the area, and to a

limited extent from interviews with the residents of

l'1ahwe loreng.

Findings relating to the varIOUS design features of the open

spaces, their development and maintenance levels as well as

their theoretical and actual uses are summarized on Table

5.1..
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OPEN THEORETICAL ACTUAL USES SIZES DEVELOPMENT

(HA) LEVELS

A

B

C

[)

E

F

y

x

Park

Play Lot

Park

Unspecified

Urlspecj fied

Dumping

site

Township

edge

Bus Rank,

Tnform;jl sector

Recreation

Recreation

Refuse dumping

Nut used

Path

Playing

Recreatjon

Refuse dumping

Playing

0.6

0.2

0.4

0.2

0.5

0.5

11. 3

13.2

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

----------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 5.1: OPEN SPACES HI THE STUDY AREA

In addition to school yards, streets and paths, eight other

major open spaces were identified, see MAP 5.1. Open spaces

jn the area seem to be concentrated in the southern part of

the township, in the vicinity of the Central Business

Distrjct (CBD). Open spaces in Mahwelereng do not show a

clear distinction in hierarchy.



a . 12 B 5.irrD.1.flI1 t.n.:r:fU2.

INTENDED FUNCTION:

SIZE: O.Gha

Park

~3HAPE : Rectangular

FORM: This open space lies parallel and adjacent to a busy

main road on one side and a primary school on the other

side. The level of surveillance from the housing units is

quite low.

LOCATION: Open space A has got the best location In terms of

accessibiLit.y as compared to t.he other spaces. It lies

opposite the Central Business District in an area where many

of the residents go to at one time or another for different

reasons or purposes. This area has got a variety of

shopping facilities, surgeries, a. clinic, a community hall,

a bank, a post office, administrative offices as well as the

major bus and taxi ranks in the township. People are

therefore attracted to the area beca.use one can engage In a

variety of functions during a single visit.

Not much has been done to develop this area into a park. It

has been fenced around but the fence has been cut at various

places by vandals so as to create a path through this space.

Two toilets are provided but they are a]most always out of

order. The area is illuminated by flood lights at riight.
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This open space is to a large 8xtend an open terrain, dusty

in Lilt": dry S88::30n and muddy during the ralny season. It has

got several big shady trees which just grow wildly without

ever being trimmed or watererl. No sitting places have been

providtod whatsoever. A few rocks scatt.ered in this space

are used as sitting facilities. Very little cleaning work

is ever done in t.his space and 1S mostly carried on by

people who engaged ill the informal sector selling activities

in this space.

Part of open space A is presently being used as the maJor

bus rank in the township although there are no sufficient

facilities required for such an activity, for example,

enough toilets, tarred or paved surfaces, proper bus stop

shelters, etc.

Another part of the space is used for informal sector

selling activities were mainly fruits and vegetables are

sold. 'fhA large amount of movement of people throughout the

Reasons for its popularity are as

day makes tllis space attractive to the informal sector.

Another section of this space IS used for informal

recreation activities, mainly by male teenagers, young adult

males and middle-aged males who tend to use different parts

of the park.

This open space 1S also very popular as a centre for

community gatherings.

follows:

First, this open space lS highly accessible to all the
people in the township.

Second, it is very open and fJat so that all the people in

the meeting are able to see and hear the speaker clearly.
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Tile visibility of the gathering also gives it more symbolic

weight.
Thirdly, the area 1S well lit so that meetings can be as

easily held in the evenings.

d . 11 j ~:r.n=J.eYel study

This open space facility can be divided into three parts

according to the type of a~tivities which occur there, as

illustrated on Figure 5.2.

r(l '_,

I) I ('i ~

8

I
r H~ IJ IU: ;). 2 :

C~BD

MICRO-LEVEL STUDY, OPEN SPACE A

~art 1 which occupIes the largest area is used mainly for

b 11 S r () r I!{ and -j n for ma 1 sec tor ,.1 c t i v 1. tie s . The shady trees

available In this part of the park offer some relief for the

bus users from the extreme temperatures in this part of the

country. The informal sector sellers bring their own slJn

shades. This part of the open space is occupied during

weekdays from as early as six o'clock in the morning to

about seven o'clock in the evening. On Saturdays it IS



intensely occupied only until the early afternoon and 1S

almost deserted on Sundays.

Part 2 appears to be the most popular section for recreation

purposes. It has got the largest and most shady trees and

IS far enough from the CBD to can allow the users some level

of privacy while at the same time allowing them a good view

of what is happening in the Central Business District.

It is occupied mainly by adult males who park their cars

under the trees and chat for hours, listen to music, have

braais and drinks (especially over weekends) and watch the

activities in the Central Business District on the other

side of the road. The openness of the space makes it an

ideal place for braais because chances of veld fires are

reduced.

This part of the park is occupied mainly between 5pm

to about 8pm during the week and from as early as lpm over

the weekends. The good lighting system in the area makes it

possible for activities to go on until very late in the

evening.

Part 3 is occupied mostly by male teenagers. Many of them

are delinquents and school drop-outs. They sit in group to

drink liquor or smoke dagga. They hang around this area for

a significant part of the day until very late at night.

Many of the people interviewed said they always try to avoid

this section of the park because of the offending behaviour

of these people. This allows the groups privacy to do

whatever they want. The location of this section at the

furthest part of the park on the sides bordered by a

school playing field and an unused play lot also 1ncreases

the level of privacy of this section. However, the
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location still allows the users a clear view of the

activities in the Central Business District.

Despite the presence of these delinquents, open space A is

viewed by all the people interviewed both in this open space

and elsewhere in the township to be a very safe open space

facility 1n terms of crime. This could be attributed to the

presence of many people in the vicinity for a significant

part of the day and the good lighting system provided. The

space is also too open and flat to can give offenders any

kind of opportunity for hiding or laying in wait for the

victims.

CClI11iEtlIS.

Open space A has a suitable location for the development of

either a park or a bus rank because of several reasons:

1. it 1S highly accessible to all the people in the

township, it 1S in the proximity of the CBD so that one can

do a variety of functions in a single trip.

2. the site 1S also well suited for both types of

development because it 1S flat but reasonably well drained

and the various design features (size, shape, form,etc) are

also reasonable in that the space has no sufficiently hidden

sections where undesirable elements can be encouraged to

establish their territory.

QEEN SPACE B (See Map .5.1)

a . 12.e.sign f eatllTIlli..

THEOf<ETICAL USE:

SIZE: 0.2ha

Play Lot
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SHAPE: f<ectangu lar

FORM: Open space B lies parallel and adjacent to a busy

main road on one side, open space A on the other and is

bounded by a few houses on the other two sides. The houses

do not overlook this space but are on the same row with it.

LOCATION: It is separated from open space A by a mInor road

and also overlooks the Central Business District.

b. Develnpment aI1!L.MaintenanC'&

Open space B has what remalns of the swings and other play

lot facilities which had been In a state of disrepair for

more than fifteen years. Maybe if the eguipments were

repaired as soon as they get broken, they could still be In

use today.

This space also has a few shady trees on the side

overlooking the Central Business District. The rest of the

space has got overgrown weeds which could reach as high as

more than 2m during the raIny season. Like open space A

this space is also adequately illuminated at night.

This open space is one of the worst dumping sites in the

township. The houses adjacent to this space are occupied by

civil servants who do not own them. These houses are shared

and the occupants are only available during weekdays. They

therefore do not concern themselves much with the amount of

dumping that is being done in the space next to their

dwelling places. Their own yards are also not well kept so

that there is one long continuous stretch of a dirty

environment. Mainly garden refuse, dead animals and left-
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over food is dumped 1n this area .. It is therefore very

smelly even though once in a while the authorities try to

clean and burn these dumps.

The bad smell in this area is also exacerbated by the fact

that the space is often used as an "informal toilet".

Because the toilets provided for in open space A are not

always in good condition, people using this space tend to

use open space B for toilet purposes. This is being

encouraged by the overgrown weeds in the latter space which

offer some level of privacy. This problem becomes virtually

non-existent just after the authorities have burned the

weeds and cleaned this space.

A foot path which has been created in this space to connect

the southern section of the township to the Central Business

District has developed small dongas wherein water stand

during the rainy season. These water puddles,in addition to

the food remains dumped in the area, attract a lot of

insects so that this space is virtually turned into a health

hazard.

Interviews with the households staying in the vicinity of

this space indicated some general complains about the bad

smell that emanates from this space as well as the insects,

rats and occasionally a snake being seen in the area. They

also talk of attacks on people passing through this space,

especially at night and when the weeds have grown very tall.

All the people interviewed, however, agreed that since the

flood lights were installed in this area about a year age, a

number of such incidents has been significantly reduced.

It is ironic that children are hardly ever seen 1n this

space although it was originally planned for them. They
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only u~c the path created 1n this space rather than play 1n

it.

Open space B is good for development as a play lot. It is

in the vicinity of a lower primary school and a pre school.

Children from these schools could use the play lot for

equipments which they do not have. It is also 1n the

vicinity of a space that was to be developed into a park so

that in the case of family outings even the toddlers and

prlmary school-going children could be catered for in the

same vicinity. The site conditions are also reasonably good

for play lot development (the area is flat and open).

This open space would however, not be suitable for

development as the only play lot in the township (as it

seems to be the case) because children would then have to

cross a busy main road to reach it.

The levels of development and maintenance are disappointing.

The playing equipments got damaged even further because they

were not regularly maintained and timeously repaired.

Q£.lilLSEACE C (See Hap 5.1)

THEORETICAL USE:

SIZE: O.4ha

Park

SHAPE: L-shaped
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FORM: This space 1S overlooked by a. row of houses on one

side, a bus depot and a vehicle testing ground on the other

two sides.

LO~ATION: Open space C 1S located in the vicinity of the

industrial area, on the outskirts of the residential area.

SITE CONDITIONS: Open and flat terrajn

b. flft.Y.!il.Qpment and Maintena!l.Q....l;l

Very little has been done to develop this space into a park.

It has got several large shade trees and is brightly

illuminated by lights from the bus depot on the opposite

side of the road.

c . Act.u a 1 lls.e.s.

I
This space is deserted most of the time. Although one

section of it is used as a bus stop, not many people catch

buses in this space because it is located on the outskirts

of the township where there are not many households to

support it.

This space 1S too isolated for development as a park. It is

located in the part of the township where there is nothing

of interest to go to. Since people hardly ever go to this

section of the township, the space is reasonably clean and

no incidents ever occur in it.

Q£EN__S£A~ (See Map 5.1)

Intended use: Unspecified
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Size: O.5ha

This more or less rectangular open space is also located in

the vicinity of the Central Business District. It has quite

a good level of surveillance from the households overlooking

it. It is well lit at night and lS very open with no weeds

or shrubs. Many people from the eastern section of the

township use it as a path to connect them to the Central

Business District. However, it is rare to find people

sitting in this space. This could be due to the lack of

trees (for shade) and rocks on which to sit.

Q£Etl-SeACF~ (See Map 5.1)

Intended use:

Size: O.5ha

Unspecified

Shape: Rectangular

Open space E has got overgrown weeds and shrubs. It is

frequented mainly by boys of primary school going age who

hunt for small animals and play hide and seek among the

weeds. The houses which overlook it give it a fair amount

of surveillance and no incidents of crime or deviant

behaviour in this space are known. The edges of this open

space are used for refuse dumping.

Intended function:

Size: O.5ha

Parking area.
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Shape: Rectangular

Open space F is located 1n the vicinity of the Central

Business District (CBD) behind the beer hall. It is

occupied everyday and throughout the day by people who buy

sorghum beer from the beer hall nearby and then come and

drink it in this space. The people who frequent this place

are mostly the unemployed and the pensioners. They come and

sit under the trees in groups, chat, drink beer, play dice

and card games and even sing and dance. Some informal

sector activities also occur in this space where mainly

cooked food is sold.

Q~~P-M~ (see Map 5.1)

Intended function:

Size: 11.3ha

Shape: Irregular

Refuse dumping site

Open space Y is the only formal refuse site in Mahwelereng.

It is located adjacent to the soccer stadium in an area

located between Mahwelereng Unit A and Unit B. Because

Mahwelereng Unit B is not fully developed at the moment.

this dumping site appears to be located at the edge of the

township. However, with full development of Unit B, this

site will be almost in the centre of the township. These

refuse dumps could therefore prove to be a health hazard

later on.

OEEM SPACE.--X (see ~lap 5.1)

Open space X forms the township edge in the southern

boundary of Mahwelereng. It separates the formal township
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from the tribal areas in the South. It IS a long stretch of

natural area which extends in length to about 1.4km. This

space is rarely used by the residents. However, children,

especially young boys tend to frequent this space in search

of wild berried and small animals and birds.

P~H£ (see Map 5.1)

Several pedestrian paths have been created in Mahwelereng as

shown on Map 5.1. These paths are mostly not well

coordinated and interconnected and do not appear to be

leading to specific activity areas. They appear to have

been provided on an ad hoc basis.
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CllA~'JJLILfi

6.1 I~EQOUC"IIQ~

The effective planning, development and maintenance of open

spaces depend to a large extent on the functioning of the

local authorities concerned, especially in relation to how

suitable their policies, principles and standards are and

the kind of prohlems they are faced with in their

activities.

This chapter will look at the various activities of the

authorities responsible for the provision of open space

facilities in the study area (Hahwelereng). The discussion

is based on findings obtained from interviews with the

authorities; both through the llSe of questionnaires (See

Appendix 2) and through verbal discussions. These

interviews were conducted with the Hahwelereng Town Council

and the Lebowa Department of Home Affairs who are two of the

authorities responsible for the development of the township,

the third authority being South Africa's Department of

Development Aid. In the case of the Town Council the

questionnaire was filled in by the Town Clerk while a Town

and Regional Planner responded to the questionnaire on

behalf of the Department of Home Aff~irs.

This section attempts to determine how the provision of open

spaces is being undertaken in Mahwelereng township in VIew

of the important factors of open space planning and

development discussed in the previous chapters. The

important considerations include the problem of determining
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who is responsible for the different aspects of open space

provision in the context in which urban planning is being

undertaken in South Africa's homelands, as well as the

planning policies, principles and standards employed and the

difficulties encountered by the authorities in providing

useful up~n space~.

It was found out through the interviews that all the

physical planning and design works in the area, including

the planning of open space is being undertaken by private

consultants with the instruction of the Department of Home

Affairs. The function o~ the latter is merely to organize

the steering committee meetings and to advice the varlOUS

department which will be affected by the plans - for

example, the Departments of Education, Health, Welfare,

etc., who require some open spaces for some of their

activities - as well as to coordinate these departments'

inputs.

The Mahwelereng Town Council is involved to a very

negligible extend in the provision of open spaces. It 15

mainly responsible for the maintenance of the spaces.

6. 2 eDIlKlE~ERINCIPLES-AtlJl~tAN.lLPtR!l5.-Elie.LJIYE1LI1L.'JJi.E.

P.ll..QYlS.IDN OF OPEN SPACES

Both the Department of Home Affairs and the Mahwelereng Town

Council recognize the need for open space provision in the

urban fabric. The important factors considered in the

~rovision of open spaces are as follows:

3. that open spaces are necessary for health reasons and

for joining different land uses.

b. that if the spaces are not properly planned and

utilized, they can easily become refuse dumping sites and

crime centres.
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c. the hjgh cost involved In the development and

maintenance of open spaces.

d. that the multi-functional use of open spaces should be

promoted and

e. that the open spaces should be provided to enhance the

environmental quality of the township as well as to promote

interaction between the different parts of the township.

The policy of the authorities is that the provision of open

spaces is planned for by private consultants with the

instruction of the Department of Home Affairs. After this,

any interested party (such as a sports club, environmental

conservation group, etc) or government department can

approach the Department of Home Affairs and the Town Council

if they want to utilize a particular space. The type of use

should be approved by these authorities. The interested

party would then be responsible for developing and

maintaining the particular space. There are, however, no

organized interest groups or financially secure sports clubs

in this township who can undertake the running of these open

spaces. As a result, all the open spaces in the area are

not adequately developed or maintained.

On the question of the standards used to determine the

amounts and types of open spaces provided, it was learned

than conventional standards were used, subject to comments

and suggestions by the Steering Committee organised by the

Lebowa Department of Home Affairs.

6. 3 Pl~nBLJill.1LEliCilll.li'l'.E.EED IN THE PHOYISION OL-QEEN SPACES

Both the Department of Home Affairs and the Town Council

encounter similar problems or difficulties in the planning,

development and maintenance of open space facilities. The

following important problems were discussed:
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The shortage of knowledgeable personnel within the

authorities in the planning, development and maintenance of

open space facilities is a very important problem. As a

result, private consultants have to be employed to undertake

such projects. The consultants are White and middle class

and are often not as familiar with the values and needs of

the local people as the staff In the local authorities would

have been. The consultants also have to be paid a lot of

money, sometimes for work that is not even satisfactory.

There IS no clear acceptance of the responsibilities for the

prOVISIon of the various open space facilities. There is a

confusion between the various departments within the Lebowa

government who require some open spaces for some of their

activities, for example the departments of Education, Health

and Welfare. There is also the Town council on the other

hand and South Africa's Department of Development Aid. It

is not clear how much involved each of these authorities

should be in the planning, development and maintenance of

open spaces.

3 . Ita c k (2f.-.P-ll.b.l.ic in t ere S.tL

The town councils and the homeland governments are very

unpopular in the townships and are seen by many residents as

not being legitimate. The residents therefore tend not to

recognize them. Community participation in the planning,

development and maintenance of open spaces is as a result

virtually non-existent. It IS therefore difficult for the

authorities to correctly determine the people's needs,
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wishes and aspirations regarding the,provision of open space

facilities.

4 . Ih~r:.rrhlem Qf~funds..

The authorities do not have sufficient funds for the

provision of open space facilities. Hahwelereng is to a

large extend dependent on funds supplied by the Lebowa

government. It therefore has to compete for funds with

other town councils within the homeland. The Town Council

also has its own budgeting problems.

Cillil:1ENI

While the Mahwelereng Town Council and the Lebowa Department

of Home l\ffcdrs aplJear to recognize the need for open space

facilities in ~Iahwelereng, there are however problems with

some of the principles and standards employed in the

provision of open space faciliti8s.

It is somewhat clear that the designers of the township

layout plan, had, through their training, been taught about

the necessity of open spaces 1n the urban fabric. It was

also obvious to these planners that the authorities

responsible for the development of Mahwelereng would not

approve any plans which do not give allowance for urban open

space. As a result, these planners seem to have resorted to

using conventional standards. The use of these standards 1S

prohlematic in that they might not work out well in a

context like that of Mahwelereng.

What is inappropriate 1n the use of these conventional

standards is that:

1. they probably do not specify (identify) forms of open

spaces properly,
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~. Lllsy do not locate the facilities in the best areas, and

3. they do not locate the facilities well relative to other

urban functions.

The principles. policies and standards adopted ~n the

processes of llrban open space prOVls~on are very important

in determining the usefulness of open space facilities.
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CH APTE l~ 7

TI:ULUSILEATTIBlLQF OPKtLS~AGEJl

7 . 1 lli.'f ROD IJCTLQR

The use pattern of open spaces and their usefulness often

reflect the effectiveness of the planning, development and

maintenance processes adopted in the provision of open space

facilities. These three processes are themselves an

indication of the appropriateness of the authorities'

decisions.

This chapter ]s based on the analysis of finding obtained

from the use of a questionnaire (See Appendix 1), verbal

interviews with the residents as well as from general

ohservcd~i.on:3 in the open spaces.

From observations, verbal interviews and the use of

quesr,ionnaires, the following were found to be the maln uses

of open spaces in the area: sport and recreation, informal

sector activities and community gatherings (see Appendix 4).

The next paragraphs involve a discussion of the use pattern

of open spaces with particular reference to the following

questions: who uses the open space facilities? When? How

do they use them and how often do they use them? This

section also involves a discussion - from the point of Vlew

of the residents themselves - as to why they tend to misuse

or to avoid using some of the spaces.
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Sport ~nd recreation (both formal and informal) constitute

an important use of open spaces in Mahwelereng. 80% of the

people int8rviewed ~greed that they engage in these

activities quite regularly ( see Appendix 4).

The pattern of use of open spaces for sport and recreation

was found to be influenced mainly be the availability of

leisure time and the lack of proper facilities. The former

was found to be related to a large extend on age and sex

(see Appendix 5). Age influences mainly how much leisure

time a person has or how far a person can move to recreate

while sex and cultural factors determine mostly the types of

activities one can engage in as well as the amount of free

time avail~hle to him/her.

The next paragraphs will look at how people of different

ages and sexes make use of the open space facilities, when

they use them and how often they engage in open space

activities.

The most distinguishing feature in this area as far as open

space recreation is concerned is that adult females rarely

use open spaces for Leisure activitie0' All the female

respondents between the ages of 20 and 59 said they never

visit any of the open spaces for recreational purposes.

From observation mostly the female pensioners were seen

recreating in open space F which is located in the vicinity

of the Central Business District, behind the beer hall (Map

5.1). They spend their days drinking and chatting in groups

in the vicinity of this open space.



'L' I1 to: rea:5 0 n s g i v e n r 0 r t.. IIe Ci 1m0 s Lab s e n c e 0 f the you ngel' and

middle-aged adult females in the open spaces were given as

the shortage of free time and the lack of proper recreation

facilities.

IluL.l1.Y.!Li.h!.b i 1 i t.Y--.9 f 1e j ~ 11 r e tj ID e

From the questionnaires the amount of leisure time available

to the younger and middle-aged adult women in this area was

found to be on average about 10 hours per week (see Appendix

5), most of the leisure hours being over weekends. Even the

women who are not economically active indicated that they

have very little free time.

From further interviews many women felt that culturally a

woman·s work is never done. They are the ones who are

expected to stay at home and look after the house and the

s III a 11 chi 1d I' en when the men and old ere h i 1d I' en go 0 u t to

recreate. The 1imited amount of leisure time they have

often coincide with that of leisure time available to their

husband and older children who go to school and often have

to look after the younger children after school. The

opportunity of recreating outside the house is therefore

given to the children rather than be enjoyed by the mothers.

Ibe 1ack oL..P.roper recreatimL.f1i!~ilit.i.fUi

All the adult female respondents agreed that there are no

proper recreation facilities, especially for adult women.

They see it as culturally improper for adult women to hang

around in the open spaces without doing anything 1n

p~rticular. rhis is quite Cl difference f th d It I• - J _ rom. e a.u ma es

who often just hang around the spaces and watch the

activities around them.
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toddlers

One striking feature noticed about the use of open spaces in

the area is that often teenage girls tend to hang around

with the pr1mary school-going children (6-12 years) and the

toddlers (2-6 years), especially during the week. This 1S

mainly due to the fact that after school the teenage girls

have to look after the younger children until the parents

get back from ~ork. Even in cases were the mother is

unemployed, the responsibility of caring for the younger

children is often given to teenage girls, especially during

week days. It is only during weekends that taking charge of

the younger children becomes the responsibility of the

mother; probably because it is the only chance that the

paH:nr. Iws of spending time with the child since in most

cases, by the time the mother gets back from work, these

toddlers are already tired and sleepy. Teenage girls

tller~rore tend to spend a lot of time with the younger boys

and girls. They therefore have lesser free time to be on

their own as compared to their male counterparts. Female

teenagers have on average only 10 hours per week leisure

tjme (see Appendix 5).

An interesting aspect is that during the week this group

(teenage girls and the younger children) often play close to

home. This group often play in the nearest streets with the

favourite place being opposite a house that has got a shady

tree in the front yard. Such a location is preferred

because the babies/toddlers could play in the shaded

pavemellt~, (they usually play with dolls, sand, stones, etc.)

while the older children are engaged in activities like

kicking a ball, chasing each other. etc. The older girls

often congregate on the pavements in chattering groups.
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The situation often changes over weekends. The group tends

to split into three groups. The toddlers and younger girls

stay with their moth8rs or plCly together jn someone's yard.

Tile boys would either play soccer in the nearest school

playing field or engage in adventurous activities like

picking wild fruits or catching small animals and reptiles

in the bushy area on the outskirts at the township (open

space X - see Map 5.1). The teenage girls often walk around

in groups, especially 1n the vicinjty of the Central

Business District; or watch soccer or soft ball matches

which are often held in school playing fielrls.

Children playing in the streets are interrupted quite often

by passing vehjcles. Even though the streets are not the

safest places to recreate in, they still are the most

papillar playing spaces for children who prefer playing not

very far from home.

As far as sport and recreation are concerned, males tend to

be the main users of open space facilities (see Appendix 4).

In general, teenage boys tend to have more leisure time than

teenage girls (teenage males have on average leisure time of

about 35 hours per week while females teenagers have about

10 hours per week, excluding the time they spent looking

after the younger siblings - see Appendix 5).

Althollgh some of the male teenagers who hang around the open

spaces engage 1n delinquent behaviour like drinking and

smoking dagga, many teenagers partake in sport, especially

during week days, with soccer and softball being the most

popular. Jogging is also important. School playing fields

are the most popular venues, probably because they have

proper facilities. During weekends, these teenagers also
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enJoy walking around with friends, especially in the

vicinity of the Central Business District where there is a

laq~e volullw nC movement and therefore Cl. lot of things to

Hatch. They also Hatch soccer and softballmatches.

Adult males tend to have more leisure time than adult

females (on average about 25 hours per week - see Appendix

5). They therefore spend more time engaging in outdoor

recreational activities than the females.

The most distinguishing featllre as far as the young adult

males are concerned is the almost complete absence of

females in the open space activities they engage In. They

occupy mostly open s~u~es A and B Hhich overlook the Central

Business District (see Map 5.1). From these locations they

can engage in their own activities like drinking, playing.
Ill l l;;ic, h<Jving braais) etc Hhile at t.he same time they are

able to watch the activities in the Central Business

District.

The penSIoners use mainly open space F which is located

behind the beer hall in the vicinity of the Cent.ral Business

District (see Map 5.1). They sit in this space for hours

each day with females within their own age group. They.

often chat for hours, rlrink heel', play card games and even

sing and donce. BecCluse of I:.he large amount of leisure time

availahle to them (on average about 45 hours per week - see

Appendix 5), this space tends to be occupied throughout the

day, with no obvious differences ln the levels of use

between weekdays and weekends.



b . ItlfLlBl1A!Jlr&r.ruLACJlVlJ1F.~

Tnformal S8ctor activitic:s cnn~titute 8nother of the most

important open space uses in the area. About 60% of the

respondents visit open spaces either to sell or buy from the

jnl'orl1Jol businesses lor::ated in these spaces (see Appendix

4). Through observations. it was found that it is mainly

the women and children who are engaged in such activities

which involve mainly the selling of fruit, vegetables and

other food stuffs.

Although some kiosks and other permanents structures for the

informal sector are available, mostly in the vicinity of the

Central Bllsiness District, they are few. As a result, IllOSt

of the informal sector activities are undertaken in the

open.

Open s~aces which attrD~t Cl. lnt of movement of people are

the mo::.; t l)OPU lar venues for the informal sector, also the

busy street corners, entrances to busy footpaths and open

spaces next to institutions such as schools, hospital and

government offices. The amounts of time spent in the spaces

depend on the kind of location. For example, people who

sell things in the vicinity of the Central Business District

often stay there until. the formal shops close while those

selling outside the school premises leave the places after

school. In addition, the former tend to work everyday of

the week while the latter, who depend on the buying power of

school children, only work there during the week.

The use of open spaces for community gatherings is a very

recent phenomenon in the area, mainly because it is only

recently that people started organizing around issues which
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affect them as a community. About 50% of the respondents

agreed that they have used an open space to attend a

C;U111l111l11ity meeting or communal celebration (see Appendix 4).

~rom the interviews it was found that open space A (see Map

~.1) is regarderl by the residents as the most popular open

space for this activity. Reasons given for this popularity

were varied. They include the following:

1. Open space A is large enough to accommodate a large

percentage of the community.

2. It is highly accessible to all the residents, either by

walking or through public transport,

3. It 1S very open and clear, and also reasonably clean and

4. It h~s got a good lighting system in cases of evening

gatherings.

Although sports and recreation. community gatherings and

inform~]. sector activities ar8 the most important urban open

space l1ses In the areCl, they are not the only ones. Through

observations, it was found that people also use open spaces

to wait for buses and taxis, for movement (paths and

streets), to wait for and to meet visitors into the area as

well as to use them as reference points when directing

visitors into the township.

Physical surveys and observations were conducted to find out

how urhnll '-Jpr-m spaces are be:i ne misused. Irltervi ews were

also cunJucted with residents staying adjacent to open

spaces as well as with those staying far away from them.

The most important mlsuse of open spaces In thl·_ s area was

found to be refuse dumping. Crime, vandalism and other

delinquent behaviours only occur at a very limited scale.
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It was interesting to find out why people walk for up to a

total of 11) lllillutes pet' trip It:J go and dump refuse ln the

open sp3ces rather than use the refuse bins which have been

provided for Avery household, Reasons given for the dumping

probJem~.;; were all related to the r8fuse collecti.ng syst.em

used in the township,

Refuse ]5 collected only once a week. As a result, the

refuse bins tend to overflow before the next collection day

comes around. The food stuff remains and garden refuse also

tend to get rotten within a few days, creating bad smelling

conditions for the household. In orrler to avoid the two

problems of overflowing and smelly refuse bins, food stuff

remalns and garden refuse tend to be dumped in the open

spaces.

Throueh observations, it was seen that the problem of refuse

dumping is also related to the design, development and

maintenance of the open spaces. Open spaces that are not

adequately surveilled, those that are not intensely used and

those that have got overgrown weeds and shrubs tend to be

the targets for refuse dumping.
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CHll£11~ ILJl

In an attempt to achieve the objectives of bringing forward

an understanding of the use pattern of open spaces in low

income areas and of the planning issues that influence the

pattern, this document was introduced by a discussion of the

conceptual framework and the problems or issues behind urban

open space planning. It has then gone on to define the use

pattern of the spaces as well as to hi light the maIn

so(~.l<:Jl, planning, development and maintenance or management

issues which influence this pattern.

In looking at the influences of the use pattern of open

spaces in low-income areas, various conclusions could be

made, based on questions such as who uses the spaces, how

the spaces are used, as well as when and how often the

spaces are used. Generally, it was found that all the

people, irrespective of their social characteristics, make

use of open spaces at one stage or another, either for

movement (paths and roads), for sport and recreation, to

catch a bus, to sell or buy from the informal sector or to

attend a community gathering. When and how often a person

uses an open space as well as how he uses the space depends

on a variety of factors which are discussed below.

111 general, the use pattern of urban open space facilities

was found to be influenced by three important factors,

nameJy:

1. the social characteristics of the potential users,

2. the type of open space activity or facility provided In

the area and its location relative to other uses, and



3 . tl H.'.: [n' Cl C 8 S S e s 0 f des i!1n, rl eve lopmen tan d ma i n ten an c e 0 f

the spaC8S, which are mainly a reflection of the

authorities' principles, standards and policies used 1n the

provision of open space facilities.

Depending on the type of open space activity, the use

pattern of open spaces can be greatly influenced by the

social characteristics of the users. The levels of

influence differ for different activities. For instance,

while open space recreational activities are Ilighly

influenced by social factors, open space useS such 8S the

informal sl':.:ctor activities arp !lot very im[Jortantly

influenced by the users' individual social characteristics.

Age or life stage of the potential users and the concept of

gender or sex were found to be the most important

influencing social factors, especially in terms of open

space recreational use. Age or life stage is quite an

important factor because of its bearing on the levels of

mobility and independence of the potential open space users

as well as on the amount of leisure time available to

individuals. Open space users such as children below the

age of 12 years who have a relatively larger amount of

leisure time at their disposal, tend to use open spaces more

often than adults because the latter have more

responsibilities at work and at home.

I n ad d i t ion, the you ngere h i Id r en, par tic u lar 1y the

toddlers, would require some level of supervision (which 1n

this case is mostly offered by teenage girls) and would play

closer to home because of their lower levels of mobility and

independence. Such a situation has important planning

implications. It will understandably be imperative that 1n
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planning for children's playing areas, the spaces should be

located closer to home and SOIlle activities or facilities for

tlw l.eencJlge women should be provided in the vicinity. The

latter would give the child minders a chance to recreate

while at the same time doing an important and necessary job

(.Jf lookill!J after the playin8 chiJdren.

The influence of age on the use pattern of open spaces and

its implication on the planning processes is not only

related to children. Pensioners, for instance, would

reglllre spaces with seating places because they generally

tend to engage in passive activities. Their spaces should

also preferabJy not be located in the same vicinity as

playing spaces for teenagers whose active and noisy plays

could disturb the pensioners' peaceful and quite

snrrollnding. If facilities for pensioners and teena.gers are

located closer together, a certain amoullt of conflict could

be generated between these two groups because they have

quite different open space requirements.

Teenagers and adults other than penSIoners who have higher

levels of mobility and independence can use spaces that are

further away from home. Sports and other active plays are

quite popular for these two groups of users, especially for

teenagers, while adults tend to enjoy watching the

activities without actually participating.

Age or life stage IS therefore a very important factor to

consider in I?lanning for open space facilities. It has a

bearing on who uses particular spaces, when and how often

they use the space and how they use the spaces. The life

sLage could therefore dictate specific open space design and

development requirements for the various groups of users.

For instance, playing spaces for toddler could require the

provision of sand pits Y7hile teenagers might require some
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sQorLing equiQments. If these srec.ific requirements are not

adequately Qrovided for, the usefulness and usability of the

facilities may be reduced.

Although the lssue of gender or sex is not a very important

influenc::inll factor of the use Qattern of oQen spaces in the

more sophisticated societies .. it is still very important in

low-income areas. In these areas, gender is still a very

important influencing factor because of its bearing on the

amount of leisure time available to an individual as well as

on the type of activity one can engage 1n.

Cult.urCllly, women are responsi.ble for household duties even

if they hold full time jobs. Females therefore have a

lesser amount of leisure time as compared to males. As a

result, men tend to use open spaces more often than women

do. Again, because of the issue of culture, women,

particularly adult women, cannot engage in some activities

hecause they are regarded as unacceptable, for example,

sitting 1n a public space and watching people going about

their businesses without doing anything that would benefit

her or her family. On the other hand, men can spend time in

an inadequately developed open space and engage 1n

spontaneous recreatiorl activities like chatting with friends

and playing music while watching people going about their

different activities. It is however seen as improper for

women to do the same. Women therefore suffer more from the

lack of adequately developed open space facilities. Since

aJ.l groups of people have a right to recreation, it is

imperative that proper facilities be provided so that even

females can have a chance to recreate. An appropriately

locaLeel and developed with playing facilities for children

could be one of the ideal facilities that would cater for

women ln that they can recreate while still looking after

the younger members of their families.
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Even for children, gender plays an important role in the

types of activities undertaken. While boys might prefer

watching cars or engaging in adventurers activities, girls

might prefer something feminine like playing "house" with

dolls. It is therefore important to cater for both sexes

when planning for open space facilities.

The type of open space activity or facility provided has a

bearing on who uses which open space as well as how often

the space is lJsed. Recreation was Found to be the most

important open space activity and all spaces were found to

be having some recreational value, be it planned or

spontaneolJs. All spaces Hre therefore useful as far as

recreation is concerned although the popularity of the

spaces differ, depending on the type of recreation activity.

In general, recreational open spaces tend to be used all day

and ~veryday, although the intensity of use varies with time

and space. For instance, the demand for the use of such

spaces will be higher in the late afternoons or over

weekends when people have more free time at their disposal.

The recreational use of open space facilities also varies

spatially. Spaces that are located in highly accessible

areas tend to be more intensely used, also the facilities

that are located in the vicinity of other important urban

functions such as the Central Business District where on can

engage in a variety of activities within a single visit.

Properly designed and adequately developed and maintained

spHces will be more popular than sp~ces with poor design

features and i.nadequate levels of development and

maintenance. Both the temporal and spatial variability in

the use intensity of recreational open space facilities
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management in order to avoid the overcrowding of facilities.

Another important use of open spaces was found to be the

running of informal sector activities. The use pattern of

spaces that are used for such activities will understandably

be different from that of recreation. While recreational

open spaces tend to be used throughout the day and everyday,

it is not the case with spaces for the informal sector.

Informal sector activities normally take place on days and

during periods when there is a lot of people or movement of

people in or through a particular area.

The use pattern of open spaces for informal sector

activities is influenced by the location of the space.

Spaces that attract a lot of movement of people everyday and

r.hrc)1]B:hou1. the day, such as spacrjS 1.n the vicinity uf the

Central Business District, tend to be more intensely used

throug:hout the day and every day by the informal sector

sellers and buyers. On the other hand, sellers In spaces

next to schools, for example, would only locate In those

areas during school term and only during school hours or

even particularly, during school breaks. These sellers can

only be in these areas as long as their main customers, the

school children, are around. Open spaces for informal

sector activities should therefore be planned for in areas

that have a large volume of pedestrian movement everyday and

for a large part of the day. However, SInce the success of

the informal sector depends on the number of people who pass

through the area, it is imperative that in planning for such

activities, care should be taken to avoid the obstruction of

pedestrian movement and vehicular traffic. Spaces for the

inforlllal seclor could also requlre some specia.l facilities

such as waste bins, kiosks and toilets.



The Il~,e pattern of open spaces for community gatherings does

not have ~ set pat.tern because such gatherings occur when

t.lle nenrl ar i ~>es; which. so far, is no t very often. All

spaces that are relatively open and large, and are

accessible for as many resjdents as possible, can be used

for cOlllmllnit-.y meetings.

'fhe processes of open space design. development and

maintenance are very important determinants of the use

pattern of open space facilities. If either of these

processes is not adequately done, the space would not

fllnction properly even if the other two processes have been

satisfactorily carried out.

In general, adequately designed spaces have a better chance

of being approprjate]y used while poorly designed spaces may

l)l~ III i :;IJ::;t::)1! or vd.ndal iZI::d. TI18 important design factors

which were found to influence the use of open space are,

among others, the following:

a. the location of the space, especially In relation to

other urban functions,

b. the types of open space facilities provided, that IS,

the appropriateness of the theoretical function of the

space,

c. the sizes of the spaces.

The appropriate location of an open space IS very important

in attracting the demand for its use. Different open space

activities could have different locational requirements.

However, in general, spaces that are located in accessible

areas - either in terms of the use of public transport or

./ C-J



being locat,pd within reasonable walking distance for as many

residents as possible - and spaces that are located in the

vicin-iLy of' other important urban functions which attract a

lot of movement of people, such as shopping centres and bus

ranks have a better change of being appropriately used. The

main attraction for the latter location type would be that

one can visit a variety of urban functions do a variety of

activities in a single trip. The popularity of open spaces

A and B (Map 5.1) in the study area (see Appendix 3) are one

good example of the importance of an accessible and well

located facility relative to other facilities

In planning for open spaces, it 1S also very important to

ensure t.hat the spaces provided are those wanted by the

people in the area. Spaces that do not meet the needs of

the users or are socially and culturally unacceptable will

si Llie.r LH~ under utilized or will be vandalized. Planners

therefore have a duty to study the needs and values of the

people they are designing for and to satisfy these needs and

values rather than those of the planners.

It is therefore very important that planners familiarize

themselves with the following socio-economic characteristics

of the people they are planning for:

1. their incomes

2. economic activities

3. edllr:at.ional. levels

4. culture

5. religion

6. life stages and proportions of the sexes.

These factors influence the needs and desires of the

residents for specific open space facilities. Facilities
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that do not satisfy these needs and desires will not be

properly used.

1 1-. j::; 0 1 S 0 ve r y i nI P 0 r tan t t hat in des.i g n in g for 0 pen spac e

facilities, care should be taken to ensure that the spaces

are not too small for the intended purposes or are too large

to can be adequately developed and properly managed and

maintained. Open spaces often tend to be too large or too

many because of the unquestioned use of conventional

standards. Although conventional standards could be useful

in open space planning, they can also be totally

inaprropriute in some context. It is therefore very

important that in designing for open spaces, planning

standards should not be used blindly without being modified

to suit specific areas. For example while the a.5ha

normCJ'lly recommended for: 3 play lot vlith a ~;ervice radius of

abouL U.4 1,0 U.~km - according to conventional standards 

might work out well in very densely populated areas, for

other areas a lot smaller size could still suffice for the

development of a usable play lot. It is always better to

provide smaller, adequately developed and well managed and

maintained spaces that can be properly used than have large

tracts of useless spaces that could attract refuse dumping

and or.her ill-uses of urban spaces.

The adequate design of open spaces does not necessarily

i rn ply pro per I] t j 1 i z a 1.'. :i. 0 n 0 f the spa c e s . Itl h cl t i s e q U 13, 11 y

impc.Jrtar,L j~j proper and adequate development and maintenance

of the spaces. Inadequately developed and poorly maintained

open space facilities have a higher chance of being ill
used.
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Below are some of the important development and maintenance

factol's which could need to be satisfied ln order to achieve

an clp['l"opriaLe cJperl space use pattern:

1. Appropriate eql1ipments should be properly erected In the

C;p(J(:I::~;. 'l'he~-;e equiplllfc:nts ~~;hCJl1)d be approprio.Le for the kind

ot users expected, for instance, teenagers do not requIre

the same open space equipments as the toddlers or the

pensioners. If proper equipments are not provided, the open

space facility would not be useful and will therefore be

vandalized.

2. Some open spaces might reqUire trees, some level of

landscaping and\or a regular cleaning program. People tend

to respect clean, attractive areas. This would reduce their

chances of being used for refuse dumping and other

undesirable uses.

:j . ~; () III e () pen s p Cl c e S c 0 u 1d r e CJ u 1 l' e s 0 me :'3 p e cia 1. i zed

facilities such as those for sitting, picnic areas, paths,

refuse bins" enough toilet facilities, etc. If. these are

not provided, the users would go all out to try and overcome

the deficiency, usually creating more problems in the

process. For example, a space that is fenced all around

could have the fence cut at specific places to give way to

path development.

The processes of open space design, development and

maintenance shfJllld 011 be oclequatp. enough in order to

achieve an appropriate use pattern of the spaces. The

adeqllacy of these processes depend to a large extent on the

efficiency of the concerned local authorities and on the

planners and developers concerned with the provision of open

space facilities.
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Various guidelines and recommendations can be made to the

planners, developers and authorities concerned with the

r' r rJ ( ; l: ~; ~:; e ~.3 u t u r ban CJ p t:n I spac e pro v j s ion . He c 0 ITJ ITJ e ncl at ion s

that are specific to the study area as well as the general

ones will be made.

a.

Most of the open spaces 1n Hahwelereng appear to be

concentrated 1n the southern part of the township,

particularly 1n the vicinity of the Central Business

District (see Map 5.1). While this location around the

Central Business District is an ideal one in terms of

accRssibility from the various parts of the residential

area, it is really not necessary to have as many as five

open spaces in the same vicinity. Some of these spaces will

be under used or even misused. For instance, while open

spaces A, Band F (see Map 5.1) are relatively intensely

used, it is not the case with open spaces D and E (see Map

5.1). These under utilized spaces could attract refuse

dumping and other undesirable elements in the long run.

Such under-utilized open spaces could be adequately

developed for their intended functions where these had been

specified or be rezoned and developed for other purposes

such as hOlJsing.



Some su~gestions for urban open space uses are represented

on Table 8.1.

----------------------------------------------------------

OPEN ~~t' ACE ;~UGGESTED USES SUGGESTED SIZES (HA)

---------------------------------------_._--------_.---------

A

B

c

[)

E

F

x

y

Bus rank and

informal sector

Play Lot

Rezone -

Small Industries

Housing

Housing

Park for

pensioners

Leave natural

Community Park

Whole area (0.6ha)

Whole area (0.2ha)

Whole area (0.4ha)

Whole area (0.2ha)

Whole area (0.5ha)

Whole Area (0.5ha)

13.2ha

8ha

TA8LE d.l: SUGGESTED USES OF OPEN SPACES

Open spaces A which has an area of about 0.6ha has proved to

fllnctjon well both as a bus rank and a park. However, this

size is too small for a full development of faciljties

required for these two activities. This space appears to be

better suited for bus rank activities than for park

activities because of its limited area. Open space A could

therefore be fully developed for bus rank activities. The



falJowing requirements could be provided In order to create

a better environment for bus rank activities:

1. Th10; a r 8 3 m11 s t be fen c e d a l' 0 II nd but gat e s s h 0 u 1d be

installed at strategic points to allow pedestrian passage

through the space.

2. KCjlJtes on which the buses mOVR should be tarred or paved

because this area tends to be very muddy during the raIny

season and very dusty during dry periods.

3. Grass and flowers could be planted in the rest of the

space. This will not only make the area attractive, but

could also serve as an informal. park like it is being used

at present.

4. 3eatjng facilities and bus st.op shades should be

provided to protect the bus rank users from the atmospheric

elements.

5. Enough toilet facilities should be provided.

G. Specific areas should be set aside for the informal

sector activities which often accompany areas such as a bus

rank which attract Cl. lot of \?edestrian movement. These

areas could also be paved and be provided with waste bins

and storage facilities.

7. A good and reliable lighting system.

8. A proper cleaning and maintenance program could be

adopted in the space.

The authorities responsible for the development of

Mahwelereng, together with the transport company which uses

this bus rank could work together to ensure that the

illlprUVt-;rnr:llt of the bus rrlnk succeeds. Since j-.his rank 15

locateJ in Cl. very popular part of the township, its

aesthetically pleasing appearance could be some form of

pride for thH residents of Mahwelereng.

Open space B (0.2ha) appears to be generally well located In

terms of the activity it was assigned for, that is, for



Jevelopnlent as a play lot B. Children from the nearby lower

primary 5011001 and pre school could make use of equipment In

this play lot wllich are not available in their schools.

They could safely move to this play lot without having to

cross a husy main road (see Map 5.1). To make this play

lot more usable and aesthetically pleasing it could be

provided with some special requirements such as a well

tended grass, trees, sand pits and swings for children,

seating facilities for teenagers or teachers who will be

supervising their plays, a good and reliable lighting system

(to avoid a situation where criminal elements can make use

of this space at night) and a proper management and

maintenance program.

Open space F (O.5ha) which was planned for use as a parking

area IS never used for this purpose. This is because it IS

located at the rear end of the Central Business District

behind the beer hall where there are no otller businesses to

go to. People prefer parking along the main road in an area

that lies opposite open space A (see Map 8.1) because this

area is located in front of a variety of different shops.

Contrary to its intended purpose, open space F has proved to

be an important meeting space for pensioners. Ideally, it

should be developed for these older residents because it

provides them with some peace and quite away from the maIn

road with noisy passing cars and from the more active

younger people. This space could be provided with simple

structllres such as seating facilities, toilets, some level

of landscaping, trees, waste bins and an area for informal

sector activities. Quite a number of these pensioners

engage in informal sector activities in this area, for

example, selling food, cutting people's hair or shoe

repairing.
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Spuce C \-Jl1i ch was zoned as 3. park can also be rezoned for

t: 1 ~ - Its. I' A.. III c.) t. A 10 cat ion t (I war d s the 0 ut ski I' t s0.. 1 e l' pur p 0 s G:S . -' -

of tile township makes it difficult for it to function

properly as a park because the area ln which it is located

has no other attractions for people to go to. Part of the

;:; e c t i 0 II 1y in g par Cl. 11 e 1 tot 11 e l' 0 ad can s t i 1.L be used a s a

bus-stop while the rest of the space can be used for the

development of small industries. Small industrial

development could be a suitable activity because open space

C is located in the vicinity of other small industries.

The township edge (open space X) could continue to be left

with as little interference as possible because natural open

spaces are un important requirement in the modern urban

world. This natural open space could be a good adventurers

playing area for children, could be useful for nature

studies and is also necessary for soil conservation.
Cl •.::.lnce

this space is located in the outskirts of the residential

area, it does not pose a threat to the safety of the

residents in terms of criminal elements because people do

not have to walk through it to reach other urban functions.

The activity of open space Y, that lS, as the official

dumping site ln Mahwelereng, could be moved elsewhere. With

the development of Mahwelereng Unit B in the northern

eastern side of the study area (that is Unit A), the

dumping site will be in the centre of the residential area.

Such a situation would pose a health hazard and would make

the vicinity unattractive and smelly. Such conditions would

subsequently reduce the values of the properties around it.

This dumping site would also prove to be too small in the

Long run a:::; Unit B achieves full development and t.he

township population lncreases. Having moved the dumping

activity elsewhere, this space can be rezoned and developed

for other compatible uses.
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This dumping site, which covers 8.n area of about 11.3ha, can

have part of it developed into a community park (see Map

8.1). About 8ha of this site could be used for the

development of a community park which will be supplemented

I) y LIlt.:: ~; 111 a 1] e r par ksin b Cl L h Un itA a ncl U11 i t B (s e e Hap

8.1). Ideally, a community park should be located adjacent

to main public transport routes for the benefit of people

who are not staying within walking distance of the park.

The area In which the dumping site is located is therefore

suitable for the development of this park.

Open space Y is suitable for the rlevelopment of a community

facility because of the following reasons:

1. It is almost bounded by two of the most important bus

and taxi roads in Mahwelereng,

2. there is a connection of pedestrian paths leading to it,

3. it lies almost in t.he centre of the township, between

Unit A and Unit Band

4. it is located adjacent to an important community

facility, that is, a community stadium (see Map 8.1).

The following requirements can be provided In this park to

make it both attractive and useful:

1. Trees, grass and flowers would have to be planted and

any other landscape features could be provided.

2. Enough toilet and seating facilities.

3. A good and reliable lighting system.

4. One section could be provided with swings, sand pits and

other playing facilities for children.

5. An artificial fountain,

G. E-'icnic area,

7. Enough parking spaces, etc.

The park should also be cleaned and maintained regularly. In

order to adopt this regular maintenance program
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~::; Ili : C e ~ s tIll J y, full t i me s t a f f for t he car e - t a kin g 0 f the

park may be required.

The remaining area of the dumping site, whicih is about

::). :Jha, COil Id be llsed for the development of a softball

ground, a tennis court and/or a swimming pool area.

two facilities have been mentioned as the most wanted

These

facilities during interviews with the residents. Since no

school in the area has got any of these facilities, they

need to be provided in an area that would be accessible for

all the residents, such as next to another community

faciJity.

In order to reduce the problem of refuse dumping in some

open spaces, the refuse removal system used in Mahwelereng

needs to he reviewed. For example, refuse collect.ion could

be done more than once a week. Should this be impossible

because of financial matters, big public waste bins can be

provided at strategic points, such as In spaces that

experIence an acute dumping problem. Residents could dump

excess refuse in these bins which could then be regularly

emptied.

Tt IS very important that as few spaces as possible are

provided, more so in a low-income area like Mahwelereng

where the authorities cannot afford to develop and maintain

all the spaces adequately. Full development and maintenance

are necessary in order that the spaces should not attract

undesjrable uses.

In order to plan for useful and usable open space

facilities, various general recommendations can be suggested

to local authorities as well as to planners and de 1.,ve opers.
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1. In the process of open space provision, the planning and

development stages should be a continuous process, requiring

constant review and evaluation of the recommendations of the

projects. If the plans are made by a certain agency or

department of a local authority while the plans have to be

implemented by a different agency or department, after some

years have elapsed, some problems could arise. Firstly, the

developing agency might interpret the plans incorrectly.

Secondly, the social dynamics in the area could have changed

over the years so that the plans made years ago become

unsuitable and inappropriate for the residents' and finally,

it would not be easy for the decision-takers, that IS, the

developing agency, to regularly review and evaluate the

plans which have been made by a different agency. It IS

t.herefore importoIlt t.o 11Clve both t.he plan formulation

process and the implementation process carried out as a

continuous process by the same agency or department of a

local Clut.hority.

2. Facilities and programs should be financially feasible

at all stages of development. Operation and maintenance

costs could place a greater financial burden on the

municipality than the initial capital costs. The

authorities could also avoid providing too many spaces In

order to meet the standards applied in other areas. They

should rather go for a lesser number of spaces; highly

accessible and well located relative to other urban

functions; spaces of smaller and manageable SIzes; open

spaces of acceptable shapes which would not give undesirable

elernent~3 a chance for hiding; as well as adequately

rj eve 1() l:J P. d 3 nd III a in t a in e d spac e s whie h will at t r act the

demand for their use. This will also help reduce the misuse

of open spaces.
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:3. Upen space planning should not be undertaken 1n

isolation. It should be undertaken in conjunction with the

planning of other urban functions. For instance, if an open

sp8~e separatR houses fr0m shops, it could serve as a path

and should therefnre not be fenced all over. If this 1S

done, vandals will cut the fence to give way to a

thoroughfare. In providing for open space sporting

facilities, school facilities could be taken advantage of.

This will be a useful way of avoiding a duplication of

facilities.

4. All the spaces should have defined uses so that the

necessary designs features such as locations, shapes, form,

sizes, etc could be appropriate for the set function.

Allowance should however, be made for other related

actlvjtlt~::; that Illight crop up later on. For instance, 1n

planning for bus rank activities, allowance should be made

to plan for informal sector activities to avoid the

obstrllcti.on of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

5. Not all the urban open spaces need to be developed.

Natural open spaces are important for adventurers

activities, nature studies as well as soil and water

conservation. However, care should be taken to ensure that

such spaces are located in areas where they might not pose a

threat to the safety of the residents.

6. Open space facilities should be accessible to as many

residents as possible. Ideally, they should also have a

multiplicity of functions. This will 1ncrease the intensity

of use of the space. Havi.ng many people in an open space at

(J l 1 Lj III t ~ u f 1.. he d ay wi 11 he 1pt.o r ~due e the ex t en t 0 f

undesirable uses.



7. Urban open spaces should have a .high level of safety.

Their shapes and site conditions should be in such a way

t.l1al. I.hey do not. give the criminal elements and the

delinquents opportunity to pounce on their victims or to

engage in socially unacceptable behaviour. Open space

facilities should also preferably be adequately surveilled

by the adjacent households and should be able to attract a

lut of movement of people throughout the day. Spaces that

are intensely used often tend to be the safest.

B. Planners and developers should consider local physical

conditions, such as surface and climatic conditions when

planning for open space facilities. These spatially

variable conditions are some of the most important

determinants of the type of development features required.

For example, hot and sunny areas would need to have trees

more than would cooler areas while areas with muddy soils

could require some paving while it would not be the same ]n

art:ocj wiLh sandy soi.ls.

9. In providing for facilities or equipment, care should be

taken to choose those that are durable and/or can be

repaired locally and easily at reasonable costs. Broken

equipments that are not repaired timeously tend to be

vandalized and broken even further. Once they have been

left in a state of disrepair for a long time, it becomes

very expensive to replace them.

10. Citizens should be involved 1n the planning process

I~hroughout al] the stages. This involvement would increase

their symbolic ownership of the spaces as well as instill

some pride anll protectiveness towards the facilities.

Adequate residents participation in open space provision

could therefore reduce the chances of their being under used

or ill-used.



Open spaces are a necessity in any urban set-up and care

::;/10 ul cl b t=] taken to ensure that this important urban 1 i f e

requirement is not allowed to be overridden by the problems

associated with their provision. It is high time that the

need for open spaces is recognized to be just as important

as the need for of other urban land uses. It 1.S also

imperative that open spaue facilities make the most

efficient use of land and are designed, developed and

managed in such a way that they are able to provide for the

COnV8I118nCe, heolth, safety, and pleasure of the residents.

This study has fairly succeeded 1n explaining the use

pattern of open spaces 1n low income residential areas,

albeit on a more general level. It has shown how open space

facilities are being used, when they are normally used, how

often they are utilized and why some of the spaces are

misused or rarely used.

The study has also attempted quite reasonably well to

identify issues which influence the use pattern of urban

open space facilities. Issues such as the social

characteristics of the potential open space users, the

design of the spaces, their levels of development and

maintenance, the commitment of the authorities in carrying

out the processes of open space planning and development as

well as the problems they experience in the course of these

processes were found to be the main influencing factors.

The paper has also gone on to make some recommendations

concerning the planning and development of urban open spaces

in view of the discoveries made about the use pattern of

such facilities as well as the factors which influence this
pattern.



In general, this study has been fair,ly successful ln

achieving the objectives it has set out to reach. The

conclusions made also t.ie well with Lhe conceptual framework

behind urban open space planning, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX 1

QU£-.STlrrlftlt.JJULCULflE.EN-S£ACE ERQY.lSTQti

J. Life stage
A. be]ow 12 years old
B. Teenager
C. Young to middle aged adult (20 - 59 years)
D. Pensioner (over 60 years)

2. ~'Jhat is your sex?
Hale/Female

3. What is your occupation/economic activity?
A. Student.
B. Unemployed
c. Emp loyed
E. Pens ioner

4. How many hours .per day do you usually devote to your
occupation/employment and obligations, including travelling
time'?

SUlIday:
l1onday:
Tue::;day:
~Jednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

5. Which of the following open space activities do you
normally engage in'?

1. Sport and recreation

2. Informal sector activities

3. Community gatherings

4. Other (specify)



6.a. Do you ever visit any of the open spaces 1n your area?
Yes/No

If yes-
b. Which open space/s do you go to (order of frequency) and
what do you do there?

()PE~1 :1 f-' ACE S :

A:
B:
c:
D: -----------------------------------------------------
E: -------------------------------------------------------
F: -------------------------------------------------------
X: -------------------------------------------------------
Y: -------------------------------------------------------

c. Why do you like visiting the particular open space?
(e.g it is safe, it is highly accessible, it has got the
sporting activity I like, etc).

OPEN SPACES:

A:
B:
C' .

D:
E:
F:
X:
Y:

-------------------------------------------------------

-_._----------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------

7. If you seldom visit any of the open spaces, what are the
reasons? (Name the space and give reasons for each).

------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------

---------._--------------------------------------------------

------------------------- -----------------------------------
----------------------------------- --------------------------

10. In what way/s are the open spaces in your area a
problem (eg. they attract criminal elements, etc)

------------------------- -----------------------------------
--------------------- ---------------------------------------
------------------- ------------------------- ----------------
------------------------- ------------------ -----------------



ll.a. Are the residents in your atea involved 1n the
planning and running of the open spaces?

Yes/No

b. If Yes, at which level are they involved?

THANK YOU



APPENDIX 2

EDIL'l'HJ~ UIIH1I:f[LLES_

fl!!RSJ'JjJH HA'[ Rt~1H-l}£li~i£ACH PHIIY.llUJ111

1. Nnllle of your ])fjpHrLrnenl-./']'uwn Cuunci:l/AuLhor-iLy

------------------------------------------------------------

2. Rank/profession of person completing this questionnaire

------------------------------------------------------------

3. Who designed the layout of this township?

------------------------------------------------------------

4. What role did your Department/Council/Authority play
in the planning of this Lownship?

-------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------~----------------------------------------

5. In your opinion what criteria/principles/standards were
llSt:d t.o deLermine the amount, location and types of open
spaces provided?

------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------

6. Who is responsible for the various aspects of open space
provision~'

3.

b.
c.

Designing:
Developing:
Haintaining:

7. Which factors (policies/principles) does your take into
aCCOllnt when making provision for open space facilities?



~. What are your Inain problems/difficulties in planning,
providing and maintaining open spaces and open space
facilities in your area (for example, lack of funds, lack of
trained personnel, lack of interest from public, etc)?

THANK YOU



APPENDIX :3
WHTCH OPEN SPACE DO YOU USE OCCASSIONALLY?

OPEN ~,PACE USERS PERCENTAGE USERS

A 40 100
El, 16 40
C 5 12.5
D 2 5
E 5 12.5
F 8 20
X 2 5
Y 2 5

APPENDIX ':1
WHICH OPEN SPACE ACTIVITIES DO YOU OCCASSIONALLY ENGAGE IN?

MALE/FEMALE PERCENTAGE MALES FEMALESACTIVITY

Sport and
1'8CCe;1 Li 011

Informal
sector

Community
gatherings

Other

32

24

20

10

[iO

60

50

25

27

4

12

5

5

20

8

5

I

APPENDIX 5
AMOUNT OF LEISURE TIME AVAILABLE PER WEEK

------------------------------- -------------------
AGE/SEX HOURS/WEEK
---------------- ----------------------------------

2-12 years (males/females)
13-19 years (females)
13-19 years (males)
20-59 years (females)
20-59 years (males)
Pensioners (male/female)

37
10
35
10
25
45

------------------------ -------------------------
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